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Murray College Celebrates
REV. A. V. HAVENS Journalists Form WPA OFFICIALS SEE Calloway Fair is Huge
Success Despite
,Most Thrilling _Homecoming IS NEW ROLL CALL Frat at College
MURRAY PROJECTS
Bad Weather; Thou'kinds View Exhibits
HEAD
OF
RED
CROS
Hundred

HOTS for-

Offering an Opportunity to its
members for development,, of creative ability in the journalism field.
Kipa Pi, local honorary fraternity,
Stewart Will Teach First was organized at a meeting in the
library building Thursday morn- Noble J. Gregory, Curba
Aid Class at Murray
ing. October 21. This is the first
Deen, and J. B. Boddie
Murray State College celebrated
State College
organization of its kind at MurLead Delegation
its most t.atisfactury Homecoming
ray College.
CHIEF
Electing
ANNOU
L.
NCES
J.
Hortin,
publicaof graduates and formMany Callowayans Win Prizes in Collossal Festival FeaUNIT'S ITINERARY
EXECUTIVE BOARD tions director of the journalism deer students congregated on the
An aptitude
for all prepartment, as sponsor, the group
turing Rural Progress
IS COMPREHENSIVE medical studentstestwho
campu- Friday afternoon and niglIT
expect to
also elected the following officers
In preparation for the Homecomapply for entrance to a medical
The Rev. A. VsHavens. pastor of
to
serve
for one year: Pat Wear,
ing earne Saturday afternoon with
A delegation of 75 persons and school by the fall of 1938 will be FARM BUREAU AND COUNTY
the First Christian Church of Murray. president:
AGENT
Edd Kellow, 20 cars on a
CsIlege, long a rival of
tor Of Inspection of given December 3 in room 105 of
DEPARTMENTS ACT AS SPONSORS,
Murray,
Hardin,
was
vice-presi
dent;
elected
Margaret
Chapter and
the Thoroughbreds, and they went
the
health
building,
Dr.
Hugh
L.
Roll Call chaitinan of the_slocal Bingham. Mayfield, secretary-treas- WPA projects in Western Ken- Houston. college physician,
-away happy after. seeing the
'anEvery community in CalloWai:Red Cross in a meeting of the urer.
tucky stopped in Murray Monday nounced Tuesday.
rambling Racehorses do everything
board of directors in the Red Cross
county was represented in ., the
Regular, meetings will be held afternoon and viewed the pro- 'The
with the ball for a 43-0 victory.
Association of
American
seem in the basement of the Mur- each first and third Thursdays
Five thousand persons saw the
cd jects supervised by Miss Elaine Medical Colleges has adopted the
huge agricultural fair held in the
ray Postoffice Monday afternoon. the month during chapel
genie.
period. Ahart, Miss Mary Betty Patterson. aptitude test as one of the normal
Overbey'- Warehouse here Friday
Ronald Churchill was & named Thirty journalism students,
Murray's 80-piece band, brilliant
who and H. C. Doran, expressing keen requirements for medical school
and Saturday of last week.
vice-chairman: Mrs. J.in the-exeetition of drill formations,
Row- have completed the first course in pleasure with the units !stated admission.
"It
measures one's
•Despite the inclement weather
lett, recording secretary: Mrs. R. journalism, were present
swept down the field at the half
ability to learn material similar to
Mrs. doe T. Lovett. Murray, was which
at the here.
began with showers Friday
M. Pollard, treasurer; and Mrs. first meeting.
filling the air with the victory
The group was led by Curba that which we will have in medi- elected district governor
and
filled the air with snow flurof • the
Bea Melugin, executive secretary.
marches of Murray State: Miss
The president appointed a cone- Deen, Madisonville, district super- cal school." says the Association's First District Kentucky
ries
and
a howling northwest wind
According to ..an announcement
Woman's
visor of operations. and J. B. Bod- falknouncement. "It also measures
Margaret. Marshall,' senior, band
Saturday.
hundreds of
persons
by Mrs. Melugin, first aid classes mittee composed of Miss Berlene die, district director, also
Club
Federatio
n
in
a
his
sponser, lid the parade in an engeneral
meeting
informati
in
on
and
scienof Madviewed the most successful and
will be organized soon in schools Brewer, Mayfield; Miss Bonnie isonville. First District Congress- tific background, and 'his ability
semble of silver and blue.
Princeton
,
Ky.,
Tuesday.
to
gigantic exhibition of farm pro.'and civilian communities of Cal- Middleton. Hickman; arid • John man Noble J. Gregory. Mayfield, draw accurate conclusions from
President James' H. Richmond
a
Mrs. Lovett, the daughter of Dr. ducts ever placed on, display in
loway county in an effortto make Scott. Kuttawa, to plan the pro- was with the conference delega- given set of data."
spoke briefly to the crowd at halfgrams to be given at each meetRainey T. Wells. former president Calloway county.
more widespread knowledge in
-The tests will begin at 3 p. m.
tion.
time. assuring his .lictioners :that
ing.
•
A constant steady hunt'of human
the treatment and care of the sick
of Murray State College and now
The cavalcade's first day's itinerthey' were ,welcome to the facilivoices filled the warehouse at all
REV. A. V. HAVENS
or injured.
ties of the college. He introduced
ary
included
general attorney for the Wood. moments as milling
Heath.
Barlow.
crowds viewed
Coach Roy Stewart, football head
Cayce, and Sharpe schools; Bard'
Noble J. Gregory, Congressman
men of the World in Omaha, Neb.. the exhibition.
at Murray State College, said that
well, Clinton, Mayfield, and Murfrom the First District, whose clear
County Agent J. T. Cochran and
was a member of the first Board
he wilt instruct first aid classes at
ray streets; the Graves county
strong VOICV carried well over the
his helpers expressed their pleasthe college beginning December
road program; the Murray State
of Regents of Murray College, and
loud speaker, especially installed
ure and their gratification to all
1. and would be glad for as many
College stadium; and the Benton
to give a play-by-play account- of
aided much in the college's ad- individuals or organizations who
as like to enroll for the courses
park and curb and gutter projects.
the same.
Joe T. Lovett anministrative growm during those were instrumental either in conOutside enrollees not connected
The men spent the night in Padu- Miss Rosemary Jeffrey.is Amateur first few years.,
nounced each play.
tribution or in spirit in making
Winner, Mrs. T. R. Jones
cah.
After • the- game, eager Home- Jeffreynsen Will Open County Net with the college can give their
A supporter of every worthy the -.festival so obviously a sucnames
either
to
is
Charge
They
In
,Harry
continued
corner'. met In the beautiful lobby
Sledd.
the
second
community enterprise in Marray, cessful one:
day's
Season Friday Night on
Bryan Tolley, or George Williams
of Well'. Hall where they were
Mrs. Lovett through her social inHome Hardwood
Tells Students in Chapel tour with inspections in the area Miss
From every Jegion in Calloway
of the Anterican Legion. or can
Sue Farmer, daughter of fluence
of Raducah. Morganfield, and spent
the guests of Miss Mayrell Johnhas 'contributed
much came the bet products The field,
Speech
He
Does
Not
submit
their names to officials in
Tuesday night in Owensboro; leav- Mr. and Mrs. John Farmer. was toward stabilizing social contacts the
son. college dean of women, and
Coach
Buren
Jeffrey's Lynn
home, or pasture had to offer.
Oppose Hitch-Hiking
ing there Wednesday morning for selected as Miss Murray, and Miss in Murray. -She is ,president of Twelve-fo
the student reception committee Grove Wildcats will initiate Cal- the Red Cross Building.
ot high
cotton
stalks
Concerning the first aid projects,
Leitchfield. and BowlingsGreen and Marilyn Walker, daughter of Mr. the Murrayunre
in a cordial reception given espec- loway county's most popular winter
ra
wy
from
the famous Amazon strain,
Mrs. Johnnie Walker
points in between, spending the and
was
ially fir their benefit.
sport - basketball --Friday night, Mrs. Melugin pointed out that Red SUGGESTS AUTOS
se
l,urbrier was hybrid corn from the fields of
ric
D
W
atn'sGo
isotTn
e
night in the latter
Saturday night, LeRoy Offerman's October 29, when the strong Pilot Cross first aid is not intended to
Today, named Little Miss Murray in the formerly society editor of the Utopian club members, root crops
STOP OFF ROADWAY their itinerary calls city.
collegiate dance orchestra furnish- Oak quintet will appear on the replace regularniedical attention,
for Elkton Beauty and Amateur show spon- Ledger & Times.
from. the hill farms, cattle from the
but rather to render necessary serand Hopkinsville, and from there sored by the Parent-Teachers Ascd music for one of the biggest Lynn Grove flour.
- pasture lands of herding diversivice
during . emergencies-when
President James H. Richmond in on Friday they will go to Madi- sociation at the Murray High
dances of the college year, spons tiers, horses and mules and poulThe visitors went to the state such care should
be considered a a chapel address before the stu- sonville, leaving there Saturday School last Thursday night.
sored by the students. More than tournamen
try. piecework from the machines
t at Lexington last year safeguard until competent
Miss Rosemary Jeffrey, daughmedical dents of Murray State College. for Greenville, and returning to
150 -couples crowded the huge gym- and were
and needles of city and ruraj Madefeated by Midway, the care can be given
victims of Wednesday morning expressed his Bowling Green
nasium finer in the John Wesley team
Saturday night ter of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Jeffrey
trons,
novelties in designs stJtbie
that eventually won the state crashes or other accidents.
of College Addition. won the amabelief and his hope that the stu- where they will disband. •
Carr health building, 'swaying to crown.
to their respective zones, flowers
It is understood that this
The annual Roll Call of the Red dents and the pedple of Murray
Those making the trip through teur contest,- and Miss Jane Hale,
the delightful tunes of Murray's powerful
with blossoms eloquent of spring
team lost only two of Cross, through which such
work is would understand and cooperate Murray in addition to those already daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
melody artists.
and rippling soft fronds of fern,
its members and will put a strong supported, is from
November 11 to with him in his efforts to curb mentioned were R. J. Terrell and Hale placed second. In the Miss
Twelve state patrolmen were five
on the floor Friday night. Thanksgiving Day..
Herbert Drerinon of College delicious pastries from the kitchens
Memberships the reckless driving of car ope- E. A. Marye, WPA officials from Murray contest. Miss Rachel Linn. Dr.
stationed on duty throughout the Coach
of masterwomen of the ctilinary
Boots Jeffrey out at Lynn enrolled during that time
Is Chief -Speaker Listed
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Melus,
Mayer Fred
will sup- rators in the vicinity of the col- Louisville;
day, directing the heavy traffic.
Weir,
arts, fox-hounds and curs, dark
Grove has year after year put port the work
on Program
Owensboro; Judge Wilson. Owens- Linn, was second; Miss Thelma
for the year ahead. lege.
tobacco
and white
well balanced teams on the floor Mrs. Melugin
burley .and
•
said that the Red
With reference to certain student boroS •.L. V. Bean. Paducah city Ross, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
and his teams have consistenly Cross asks little
The Rotary Club will hold its radishes and turnips and exciting
from the com- criticism that the move which manager; A. M. Trusty, area engi- Harmon Ross, placed third; and
boethS.
figured in county, district, and munity. yet contribute
annual
Hallowe'e
Rotary
and
n
neer, Leitchfield; Larry Depp, area Miss Zetta Yates, daughter of Mr.
s much to brought state, patrolmen
And always there were people,
from
seetsesti-play.- the general *welfare of the pangge. larankfort
and Mrs.
Linville
Yates, was Rotary-Ann banquet and dinner crowding
end the erection of traf- engineer, 'Owensboro; Douglas Wilarid moving and murIn an interview with Coach Jefparty
at
National
the
Hotel
Thtirdnamed Little Miss Murray.
The Red Cross, of course is not fic signs
liams
,area
engineer,
Hartford;
C.
was instigated to break
frey Monday afternoon. the Wilds troubled with
entire .length
Miss Jane Jones, who did a day evening with assembly -at 7t15,
politics. The Pres- up student hitch-hiking, Richmond B. Sullivan, -area engineer. Greenof
O
m
fur
t
h
e
inL"
two
thwtk
days. theilg
_The students ot Murray State cat mentor stated that he was well ident of the United States,
ville; Lucian Holman, area -engi- Western song and dance as a according to 011ie Boren. executive
under
declared
that
he
had
"never
made
Agent
Cochran was
secretary of the organization.
College heard an interesting ad- pleased with candidates and that its charter .is president of
the Red an order to break up hitch-hik- neer. Paducah; D. A. Vaughan, area special feature on the program,
Dr. H.. M. McElrath, toast mas- charge of the loud-speaker andress in chapel Monday morning he had 10 men fighting for 'posi- Cross,
engineer, Clinton; James S. Hill, was not among the contestants in
Rear Admiral Cary T. ing," and that he never
nouncing
the
intended
winners
tions
of the vanter,
will
welcome
that
Rotarians
all
were so nearly equal Grayson is national chairman.
and
by the Rev. J. Mack Jenkins, pasIts to. "It is not an obligation." he assistant supervisor, Madisonville; either the beauty or the amateur their laides to
the banquet and ous features. High school instructor- of the First Methodist church in all-around ability that for the accounts are audited by the
show.
The
number
she
BroOkie
gave
Mister,
was
assistant
supervisWar
said. "but a pleasure to carry stutUrs, and men with Smith-Hughes ,
of Murray. The minister's theme first time in 'his coaching career Department and accountin
or, Madisonville; 'C. W. Thomason, the same she presented in the na- will introduce Dr. Herbert Dren- training
gs are dents to and from town".
in agriculture and home
was The Fear of the Lord is the he was unable to pick his starters made to Congress in the
assistant supervisor. Madisonville; tional contests in Biloxi in Sep- non, head of the department of economics
annual
But
he
qualified
his
statement
throughout the CdantY
after four weeks of stiff scrim- report of
English and foreign languages at
Beginning of Knowledge".
C. C. Williams, district supervisor tember.
the secretary of War.
by
reminding
students
the
aided
that
in
the arrangement and
he
,
Mr. Jenkins advised his listeners mage. Only two men were lost
Mrs. T. R. Jones. PTA worker Murray State College. who will
of finance and statistics, Madisonknew
of
"no
more
dangerous
committee
highwork
of the fair.
that without the aid of religion, off tlis last year's first five and
ville; R. L. Williams. district super- and chairman of the senior home deliver the main address of the
way
Kentucky
in
The
than
the
Calloway
one
County Farm Buwith
evening.
seven youthful netters bearno undertaking could be successroom
mothers
this
year.
visor
supervise
of
employme
d
nt,
Madisonvil
le;
leading from Riley's Grocery to
HOUSE NUMBERING BEGINS
The dining room will be deco- reau in cooperation with the Counful. With a true rbligious back- ing down every minute to fill
both the beauty and amateur conthe Courthouse Square in Murray." Less Hoffman, area engineer,. Hopensemble of tys Agent's Department was sponground, he stated, the college stu- the two vacancies. Coach Jeffrey
tests and personally coached each rated in
kinsville;
and
A.
H.
Robinson.
area
It
is too narrow for the amount
sor of the exhibition.
Beginning today Hobert Gradent as prepared to develop three is highly optimistic for his 1937-38
entry, very ably taking care of harmonizing colors, with the preengineer,
Murray.
of
traffic
accommoda
it
More than 7,000 persons viewed
ham will number the houses of
tes, he
dominant theme being that of seahighly
beneficial
the entry programs.
qualities-the season.
--said,
adding
the
that
"This
exposition during its two-day
was the
Murray correctly.", He has been
spirit of learning, the spirit of
Mrs. J. R. Williams and Mrs. sonal change.
Both first and second teams will
only
"college
showing.
Kentucky
in
named
that
did
by'the City. Postmaster
Mrs. Rob Mason will give the reservice, and the spirit of truth. play Friday night with the
Will
Higgins
Whitnell
were
largevarsity • H. T. Waldrop, and the Young
not have a single printed word
A complete premium list with
The chapel program was opened game getting under way
ly instrumental in making the ad- sponse to the welcome ‘by. Dr.
promptly
that would let a driver' know he
Business Men's Club to do this
with a vocal selection sung by at 7 o'clock. The public
ministrative end of the show a McElrath. Mrs. Gingles Wallis will prize winners and their ratings,
is invited
was approaching a college or a
respectively, follows:
important task.
Charles Baugh. of Lynn Grove, to attend the opening
success. W. B. Moser, president be in charge of the music: Prof.
of Calloschool zone."
•
The numbers, ample to supa student at the college. He sang way County high school
of the PTA at the high school, was Glen C. Ashcraft, Prof. W. J. Capnet play.
WOMEN'S DmsicoN
He
admonish
ed the students not
ply the city, arrived Wedneslinger, Hall Hood, and Vernon
a baritone solo entitled, "Spirit
master, of ceremonies.
Best
crocheted
or
knitted
to
get
dreseout
into
the
road when tryday. The cost for thenumbers
of God". Mr. Baugh was accomWinners of the amateur and Stubblefield, Sr.. will be sin charge Charlotte Jordan, Mrs.
ing to gets a ride, rind he asked Stewertmen Are Doped to Win
A. L. Bailey.
will be five cents each. It is
of stunts.
panied at the piano by Phil Howbeauty
contests
Seasonal
will
awarded
be
Battle
a
at Dyersburg
• Best Hpuse Dress-Ruth 'Montthat drivers who were courteous
urged that all persons cooperate
The group will present a playlet
ard, Smithland.
free trip to a state contest someFriday Night
gomery,
mll
Crawford, Leona
in this city-wide movement, enough to pick the students up
where and sometime this winter. called "Nothing to Do", andwill
show similar courtesy in driving
which will take at least two
star In itsleading roles the 11
Mrs. Jones made known.
Determine
d
to
keetp
The
Young Jeffrey Improves
their
slate
Kitchen
Apron-On
ly one tnry,
to the curbing or off the rcad beweeks.
The Murray oPst No. 73 of the
in SIAA competition clean, and parade was in , behalf of the All- A. V. Havens, Luther Roberts°
Mary Lou Outland.
fore stopping.
anxious to gain revenge- for a 20-7 State Beauty Show corporation of Walter Boone. Dr. 0. C. We
A card received by Mr. and Mrs. American Legion will hold its
Best
Pajamas
-Only
"We
one entry,
can't
train
good citizens on
and Mrs. 011ie Boren. Mrs.• VerWarm Springs, Ga.
William Jeffrey from the Kosari regular morsthiry meeting at the
Mrs. J. W. Williams.
this campus unless we teach them defeat tacked on them last year
non Stubblefield, Sr., will be in
Hospital fqg Crippled Children said Cotrrt .House. Thursday night. Nojudges
All
were
Union
from
,by
University
out
of
the
, at DyersSHERIFF SEIZES STILL
Best
Handmade ' Purse-Ruth
to be observers of the law." he
charge
of
fortune-telling
today that their son, William, Jr., vember 4. All ex-service men are
the
burg. Tenn., Murray State's Thor- state.
Montgomery, Lucy Hale, Mrs. B.
said, remarking that "the probWho is convalescing there under urged, to be present.
booths.
oughbreds will meet the Bulldogs
Sheriff
Carl
W.
Kingins
Story.
and
Depulem of discipline on this campus
treatment for the effects of infanDance ensembles by Misses MarThe S. A. L. Drum and Bugle ties Joe
of Union University Friday night
and Albert Parker capBest Luncheon Set-Ruth Monttile paralysis is improving rapidly Corps
tha Belle Hood and Marion Sheris invited to be present at tured as 100-gallon still two miles has been a negligible one, and no at Dyersburg.
gomery. Mrs..Beauton Lassiter. Mrs,
and is enjoying playing with his
college campus in America -has
borough
will
interpolat
this
the.,
e
meeting.
ProCommander W. B. west of Newburg Monday afterAll available dope points to the
toys.
J. E. Duncan.
less restrictions on the activities of
gram.
Milstead states that refreshments noon.
Thoroughbreds as winners, but
Best Pillow Cases-Pearl Thompits students than' does this one.
will
be
served
and
when
asks
Murray
that
a
and
Union get toDISTRICT PTA IS
son, Mrs. Hansford Doran, Mrs. B.
Two men, operating the whisky. But if asking you to be
young
Manager Clyde Brown of the
goodly attendance be present. - making apparatus,
W. Story.
made their es- ladies and 'gentlemen is a restric- gether, dope can usually be laid localIN SESSION HERE It is an urgent request
Kroger's grocery and meet
I aside, for the team that fights the
that all cape through flight. but Sheriff tion, then
Best Buffet or Vanity Set-Hutb
you will be restricted"
department received word Tuesday
old members of the Legion Drum Kingins
harder
is
usually
the
victor.
Tihs
indicated
Montgome
knew
he
the
ry, Mrs.'J. W. Williams, 1.-•
The First District Conference of
Richmond
will
be
away.the
latof
his
store
winning,
and
Bugle
the
contest
Corps turn in their identity of both and would issue
season. Union is under a new
Mrs. Wybert Morris.
Parent Teachers is in session in the
ter part of the week On a speakof
highest
sales
in
bugles
his
store
group
and
such
Coach,
and is just beginning to
equipment as warrants for their detention soon. ing tour
Murray High School auditorium toBest Buffet or Dresser Scarf- *
that' will carry him as
for the past year.. The-contest was
Rice. A.""flenderson. _78, died at Mrs. B. W.
day for an all-day program the they might have belonging to the
With the still were found eight far as Charlotte, lg. C. In open- adopt his style of playing. Hamp- known
Story, Ruth .Montas the 1037 President's Gup the 'Keys-Houston Clinic of heart
theme of which is 'The Communi- corps to George Williams as it is barrels cf mash and 10 gallons of
ered by early season injuries to
ing his address, he paid tribute
Contest and his store was tre com- trouble Tuesday morning after an gomery. Mrs. Marvin Wrattier., A,
ty's Responsibility to Youth." Fif- needed in the SAL Corps.
certain
key
men,
the
Bulldogs.
Infants. Dress-Mrs. Pat Thompwhisky.
and expressed his appreciation to
ty-five units are being represented
petition with four Paducah stores illness \at two weeks. His home
son. Mrs. Blanch Kemp, Mrs. Pat''
the college band for its splendid led by Bill Isbell, are ready for and two in Illinois. in the program. Prof. W. B. Mo,
was in New Concord.
their
big
test
,
of
the
season
against
Thompson
.
ser, president of the local associaperformances, assertieg the "we
Mr. Brown stated that it was
A son and daughter survive
Murray.
tion, has announced.
Best
Boy's
Suit-Onl
have the best band in the state.
y one enOver 800 Union fans will go to through the courtesy of his cus- him. The daughter is Mrs. J. R. try. Mrs. J. W. Williams.
" Mrs. Leland Owen, of this city,
and, I suspects the best in Dixie."
Dyersburg Friday on a special tomers that his sales were the Chrisman. and the son is Guy Henis president of the district PTA asBest
Child's
Dress
-Mrs
Pat
derson, both ot, Calloway county. Thompson,
sociation. Many speakers are list,
train. Murray 'rooters, while not highest in the group division. He son.ot
Mrs. Juna Wilson, Pearlwas very much pleased with the Two brothers, Jahn 5: Henderson.
On October 21. 1887. MSS Em- Henslee.
ed on today's bill. Schools and
chartering
a
train,
will
turn
Robert
Mr. and Mrs.
out
Thompson,
Bratrepresentatives from communities ma Verhine and Mr. George Mc- ton,
rentest travelang information of winning and wanted Paris, Tenn.. and. Neale Hendereyri,1# rieehqszafnodr
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Gordon,
Best Child's . Quilt-Mrs. a E.
all over the First District are tak- Clore were joined -in wedlock.
to thank each and every customer
car.
Mrs.
The
team
Eva
IslcDaniel,
Mrs.
wilt
Mae
Ida
7
.ilagoo
7--".".r.;Dogar
orer - l..
ing part in the program.
Mrs.
Last Sunday their large house near Bretton,
Althourtr
frrHeri
inL grisrab
aattiray with the JapersaY for their trade which made this
e7471;
firs. Maisel Ellis, Tom
Vighland rani with thetheer.
•
SgULKILN arta:noon at one o'clock. Them Will possible.
of an.,
pref--7 - -oar 15fecia' Quiff=lsffsr
Turner. 114b44- 00e01--44.11fileer-Hansa MHZf iilatiVes and,, friends vire)
Assisting Mr. Brown are James erehce was 'for the Methodist faith,
•be followed by fans later in the
Miss
Lena - Mae Elleiers—Miss
ford Doran, Mrs. Earl Woodall.
Murray High School -and -the afternoon who.. willrema
Jones, meat cutter, and Hafford according to reports from his
came to honor them and to celein ao see
Kathleen Duncan, Miss Ethel Lee.
Best
Applique
Mr. and Mrs. William Elvin Lee, brate . their golden
Quilt-Mrs
.
Mable
Training School will celebrate Na- Murray's fresh
family.
wedding day.
•
tangle with :Wes- Adams. clerk_ ..
MISS Dorothy Nell -McDaniel, tional
Siresss Mrs. Mable 'Stress. Mrs. Guy
announce the arrival of a
The advertising for this share
Mr. McClure is 69 years old, Misses
Education Week from No- tern's junior Hilltopper
Funeral- services were heict'Wed- Lovins.
rollicking baby girl, on
s in the
Kathleetir.-3blee, Ruth Myrl, vember
Monday and Mrs. McClure is
was
7
I
handled
through
by
The Ledger & nesday at the Killebrew Ceme- November 13 Murray stadium at two o'clock.
85. They Milla Dean. and Patty Jane Gordan,
mooing.
Best Antique Quilt-Mrs. E. M.
s
tery, at which place he was buritel. Parrigan,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jones of have seven children: Clay. Alton, Miss Estelle ,Bogard. Miss Arlene jointly and conjointly, City School ,Coach Stewart will not start Times.
Mrs. Juna Wilson.
the North Liberty community, are Crawford, Mrs., Annie Boyd, Mrs. Cunningham. Miss Dona Morris. Superintendent W. J. .Caplinger Lacey Downey, soph guard, or. Bill
—1Best Crochet 'or' Knit . Bedspread
announced today.,
the parents of a son. Harry Alvin, May McKinney. Mrs. Cora Dowdy. Misses Mary
McRaven.
lreat half for the 'Breds.
Vernell
McClure.
and
--Mrs.
Graves
Sledd,
Lucille
IVednesda
Wells,
y.
born
Committees for both Training because he is not
and Mrs. Willie Williams. All the Miss
sure. that they
Malov Boyd, Miss Mildred
Mrs. Hansford Elbran,
School and high school are work- haCe thoroughl
children were present Sunday ex.
y recovered from
McClure, Miss Myrlene Williams.
Best Handmade Rugl-ldrs. Ening
cept Mrs. Dowdy. This estimable
zealously
in an -- effort to their injuries. The i• Racehorse
Miss Fala -.7114cChire, Miss • Lela
och Sherman. Lucy Hale. Mrs'.
s
synthesize a suitable' and desir- will probably lineup
couple. received many lovely presBoyd. Misses Sarah
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and appointed.
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ONLY TWO MORET3AYS TO

SAVE 2%

a

ON TAXES

and

WAIT

FOR THE NEW 1938

You are still entitled to a 2 per cent
discount on your taxes, 'but remember
October 30 is absolutely the last day for
-this saving. Pay now and avoid the rush.
A 2 PER CENT DISCOUNT
A-1410E SAVING!

WATCH

FORD 1/-8

'day

IT WILL PAY YOU
2 New Cars New Truck in 1938 Line

and your early payment will be appreciated. Come in and take advantage of this discount! -

CARL B. KINGINS

A Statement From MrtmEssie Blalock

are

NOTICE "OF SALE

By authority of the Calloway Counts'awirel of- Education l'ANC
as the Winchester place, adjacent to thc
school kround at • New' Concord. Sale
will take place.at 10 orek-SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6
.. at the New Concord School Building.
.. Terms cash, with right resf.rved by
tr. Board Of:EtiticAtion to reject any and
.
241
'
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Superintendent

ttrts
my

,if cqurse in all eie'ctions- a great-raan'y rumors get

...rted and io the rounds.. and my. c.ase is not an
excel,' ,n. Numerpus friends have infosmecl me that:it
rud that I am the ear-.didate.of a aerta.in person,
group-,
faction.' I desii.e to put an .end to this rumor;
once and
and tell -you that I AM NOT.HEING-RVNBY AN
ERN OR I'ERSONS....aha am' not the candidate of-an'
;.rtic.illir group or faction; but sincerely trust
that I may
t the 'votes and i.%-4,port,of all person.. arid
goupsof
rsons who are interestetrin .ihe progrevi 'of the.
•
:Tem•
Calloi•ay cOunty, aind the deyei;p
ment
()UAL educatonal opportunities- for

at!;

the truck groups.
Available with
either 85 horsepower or 60
horsepower ermine,
it is expected to make
the
ter engine more widely economies of the latavailable in commercial transportation.

diator grille is of new design. Appearance of
the hood is longer and more sweeping. Fenders
are massive. Interior appoirittnetas are in keeping witlx the styling of the exterior. Substantially more room in the closed sedans, greater

Other advances for 1938 are
the new 134-inch
wheelbase truck, replacing
the 131 1-2 inch
wheelbase in the big truck
line, a new frame
width for the 134-inth
and 157-inch wheelbase units, improved
brakes and easier steermg find stronger
construction throughout.

Rassenger comfort and much larger luggage
space are provided.
The standard V-8 cars will reveal new styling, with a different radiator grille design, long

e...ery

presstrig appreciation for the fine
enconr,reno
,
:.t you
given me thus far
a7,(I
arid sincerely requesting your nee•ore nrd r.
• ance. in behalf of''my .candidacy. I
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• • '
• loarfi-truty
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Calloway Fair

inch by Post
0 solo, set
114)
Vallls .
'kin.
, pair of socks
in: best string
plea by Mursecond
best,
Pedal Coffee;
eket knife by
on Hardware
id fiddler, $2
xs. Mr. C.' C.
cond best. 50c
n by Shoat's

(continued_tram page onel
Best Prate Candy—Mrs. B. W.
Story, Mrs. 0. B. Shoemaker, Mrs.
Blanche Kemp.
Best Custard -Pie—Mrs. Carrie
Pearl Buie. Mrs. Leon Cooper. Mrs.
R. H. Lamb.
Best nth Pie—Mrs. Carrie Pearl
Buie, Mrs. E. C. Sherman.
Best Sponse or Angel Cake—
Mrs. R: C. Sherman. Mrs. H. B.
Bailey, Mrs. Hugh Gingles...
-----Dest-1911Tli,1 Cake—Mrs. Blanche
Kemp. Mrs. If B. Bailey, Mrs. H.
Bailey.
St Ch- ;,e. Spice or Jam
ake—Mrs. leslie Ellis, Mrs. Leon
Cooper, Mrs Brigham Futrell.
• Best Bouquet Garrl..n. Flowers—.
Mrs. W. E. Dick. Josephine Crawford. Mrs. Gertie Story.
•
Best Pot Plant—Mrs. W..E. Dick.
Mrs. R. H. Lamb.
Best Jar Blackberries or Dewberries—Evelyn Lockhart, Oyna
Darnell, Mrs. Stella Futrell,
Best Jar Peaches—Mrs. ()eta
Guerin. Mrs. Hansford Doran, Mrs.
Allen Wells.
- ,•
Best Jar Cherries—Mrs, - Mac
Brittian. Mrs. H. G. Radford, • Mrs.
S. A. Hargis.
Best Jar Apples—Mrs. S. A.
Hargis, Mrs. Hansford Doran, rMs.
S. Galloway.
Best Jar _Sti l-errics, Mrs. Hnaford Doran - 71/41:•-- H. G. Radford.
Best Jai Is ,r
Mrs. S. Gallo-

. price
is Cordially in
J. W Scott,
ors Garrison,
Stalls. eighth
Ws, organizer.

(A18 ARM
Y. who lives
wk. fell and
'eel'. She was
son Memorial
It. Mrs Petage was Miss
later to Henry
If ARRIVES
11 Jetton an.
ii of a new
me. The lit.
loaned Nancy
at., great aunt,

-t of The
fates

way, Ruth Montgomery, Mrs. Hansford Doran.
•
Best Jar ,String Beans--Mrs.
Hansfurd Doran, Evelyn Lockhart,
Mrs. Leander Pogue.
Best Jar Corn—Mrs. Lee Reeves,
Mrs. Herman Futrell, Mrs. Hugh
Gingles.
Best Jar Greens—Mrs. H. G.
Radford, Mrs. Hansford Doran, Mrs.
Lee Reeves.
Best Jar Tomatoes—Mrs. Clifford
Melugin, Mrs. Hansford Doran,
Mrs. Manliff Miller.
Best Jar Soup Mixture—Mrs.
Hart, Mrs- -14.-G.,-Redford,--Fronle
Mae Donnelsqn.
Best Jar Beets—Mrs. E. C. Sherman. Fannie Mae Donnelson, Mrs.
W. C. Heiadon.
Best Jar Tomato Juice—Mrs.
Hugh Gingles, Mrs. W. C. Hendon,
Mr-a- Leon Grogan.
Best Jar Cucumber Pickles—
Hilda Bazzell, Roth Montgomery.
Mrs. Stella- Futrell.
Pickles—Mrs.
Best Jars'Ilea'
Mac Brittian, Mrs._ E. C. Sherman.
Mrs. S. Galloway.
Best _jar Mixed Relish—Mrs.
Leon Grogan, Mrs. Will Dulaney,
Mrs. Clifford Melugin.
Best Display Jelly—Mrs. S. Galloway, Fannie Mae Donnelson, Mrs.
Mac Brittian.
Best Display Preserves—Mrs. S.
Galloway, Mrs; Harland
Kemp.
Fannie Mae Donnelson. Best Display Unit I . Clothing—
Only one award. Billie Gingles..
Best'DIspley Unit II Clothing.
no entry.
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Best Display Unit /II Clothing. I don.
terts. C R. Stubblefield.
FIRST BA1PTIST CHURCH
one entry. Evelyn Lou Lockhart.
Best Pint Molassess—Voris ParHorse Mule Colts—C. R. Stub.
Unit I Canning—Margaret Key, ker. R. E. Roland.
•
blefield , one entry) •
fur the morning claurchs ,
Subject
Joaephine Crawford,
Best Dozen Irish Potatoes—BarkJack Frost really paid us a visit
service is, "Glorying in the Cross
Yearl ng Mule—C. E. Erwin.
Unit .11 Casinini—Evelyn Lock- Icy Jones, Wayne Dyer.
last
week
and
the
snow
Saturday
evening subject: "Trihart, Odine Swann.
, Eugene Jones.
Best Half-dozen Turnips—Budl Udell 1"The Japanese Boycott," will be of Christ";
surely looked wintery.
umph or Tragedy".
Two Year Old Mules-John RichIrvin, Robert Hendon.
CONTEST WINNERS
current-interest
the
subject
of
the
Several persons from thift
.
Hes slum Robert Hendon.
Baptismal service wiil be beteg'''
Freckled Faced Boy—Harduman
Best Half-dozen Beets—Bob Vinmunity attended the fair at Mur- sermon of A. V. Havens, minister at 7:30 p. m. The evening service..
John Parker.
son. Robert Hendon.
of the First Christian Church, at
Mule 3 Years And Over—Her- ray Friday and
Saturday.
Cow Calling—Frank Hargis. W. "Naest Half-dozen Carrots—James man CSinton. C. R. StulAlefield,
the Sunday night church service, follows immediately.
Zelna Farris received a $5 prize next Sunday. "If Christ is the
Irvin, Ray Mayfield
B. Patterson.
Herman Clanton.
Sunday School with classes tor
•
on
his
.tobacco entry at the fair. Prince of sPeace." said Mr. Havens. allages - taught by Competent,
Hog Calling—J. L.:Culpepper, W. Best Half-dozen Yellow Anions-Pair
Mules,-Dr. Rob
Mason,
B. Patterson.
R ine Ratterree, Robeil Hendon. Carl Lockhart.
Mr. and Mrs. Tam Elkins and in speaking of the sermon. it ap- faithfGI teachers in separate rooma,
Husband Calling—Eula. Hoffman. . Best Half-dozen White Onions—
Mrs. Nellie Oliver of New Prtrvi- pears that it is high time that His and directed by faithful officers.,
Brood Mare—Lloyd Lawson. R.Idence were dinner guests C1013,b!r:
Odine Swann.
Lee Reeves, Thomas Hendon.
'
-followers rye_ -smile real- considera- DI- IC IL—MrEitaTh:--supertntendChicken- .Colling--Mrs,--eifflorej Best- Hatt-stozers-TornatoeSs-s-Lee C7-Varry.• AIVIT1 -Farris.
and -Mrs. -c. W. York Sunday.
tion -to the present-day application
Horse Colts—Raymond Workman,
Simmons, Miss Mary Hargis.
Reeves, Burdeen Osborne.
Mrs. L. D. Linville and chit- of His gospel of 'peace on earth
Baptist Training Union meets at
String Band—Prentice McCuisRest Half-dozen Parsnips—Rufe J. D. Smith.
Ralph and Frances, visited and goodwill toward men.' What
Unions for all ages,
, Filly Colts—L. C. •Huie, Taylor Misses Lola and Mary McCuiston is the significance of the Presi- 6:25, with
ton, Chester Yasbrough, Joe Par- Montgomery. Voris Parker.
specially prepared program renBest Quart Comb Honey—Robert Smith, Jake Outland.
ker.
should dered by each Union in separate
of the Blood River community dent's Chicago speech?
Team
Horses—Randell Patter- Saturday night and Sundayeajdiss America quarantine JaprisYShould
-Hendon.
DAIRY
•
rooms. R. W. Churchill, director.
Best Pint Chestnuts—Rebert Hen- son.
Bulls Under One 7ear—R. M.
Lola came home with them far a the United States Join.. with-other
meeting at 7:30 everyFillies. Over 1 Year Under 3- few days' visit and also to alitippd nations to 'form' a" permanent —Mid-week
Miller, Bob Gingles.an John Lax.
Wednesday evening. This meeting
Bulls One Year an
Best Pint HazeIntas—Lynn Grove Years- Billy Lawson, E. B. Bran- services at the M. E. Church'ist organization to maintain the peace
is one of the most important of all
den, Rindell Patterson.
F. F. A.. Robert Hendon. - •
—Boyd Champion, R.
New Providence, which was rain- of The world? ,What of the League the church meetings, coming as it
Stallion-01a Mae' Farmer.
Best Quart Large Hickory Nuts—
James Wilson.
of
Nations!'
Should
America
ed out last week.
does between the two Lord's Day
Bulls Two Years an
Woodrow Bucy, Brooks Moody:
• enter another' war to end war? services. The members with their
Mr. and Mrs. Har-dy Wilson. and Will American
Toni Taylor. Stanley Wal
Best Quart Small Hickory Nuts
women' refuse to families, neighbors and friends
son, Dean, attended chillier' at wear
Heifers Under One Year—i. M. --John Huckins. Orris Guthrie.
silk hose? These and other are welcome.
Utterback
Mason's Chapel Sunday ar4 took questions,"
Miller, Joe Wilson. Joe B. Wilson. 'Best Peanut Vines—Bub Vinson,
Mr. havens stated.
---One of the helpful features of
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Vernon, "will
Heifers One Year and Under Glendel Reeves.
will be considered in the ser- the services of our church is the
Wilson
-.
By
Wilson
and
Aline
daughter. Jane. Mr.
Best Quart Wheat—Voris Parker,
Two—R. M. Miller, E. B. Grogan,
soulful singing of the old time
We have received our report md M
q',,x Mr.and
J. H. Doran.
H. G. Gingles.
,
the
ft is Planned that at r,cal Sun. gospel songs, such as were sung
Best -Quart Oats—Lynn Grove cards f s• the third month and we Mrs. Leland Strader and sons, day
Cows Two Years And Under
night's service, a special fea- by the Christians in the days long'
are now working in the fourth Billy Joe and Orvis, were dinner
Three—Joe B. Wilson, R. M. Mill- F. F. A., lisbert on.
month.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson. ture will be inaugurated which since passed when ,the soulds of
Best Quart C
er. C... H. Wilson.
•
Peas—Frank
will
be known as "Words And God> people were tried as in the
We enjoyed' entering the fair at
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Freeland
Cows Three Years and Under Scarbrough. Haffo
art.
Music." The -service will begin at furnace heated seven times hotBest Quart Soybergas—Thomas Almo very much. We were proud and son. Elwyn. attended a birthFour—H. G. Gingles, Joe B. Wilter than it was wont to be heatof. the blue ribbons that we re- day dinner in honor of Mrs. Vera 7:30Hendon, Preston Cotham.
son, R. M. Miller.
"Jesus' Greatest Desire." will.be ed; certainely - God's unterrified
Swok • Phelps Sunday at Hazel.
.
Cows Four Years, and Over—E.1 Beat Quart Peanuts—Concord
sermon at the Sunday morn- hosts need to be strengthened for
we had. plasesaa to have a_ pieTomdinner
en
A birthday
as
B. Grogan, H. G. Gingles, Stanley IF. F. X. -L. C. Ratterree.
today by -these old songs written
Wednesday afternoon, but as W. A. Morris- Sunday by the ing Warship - -serViCe
Best 4 Stalks Corn—Robert HenWall.
begin
at 10:45.
Under inspiration, for our benefit.
it rained we all enjoyed the feast family. Those attending were Mr.
Produce of Dam—R. M. Miller. don. Doris Galloway.
The
School,
Sunday
led
by
The gospel is today as it has
_ and Mrs. Chester Simmons. Mrs.
, Best 4 Stalks Cotton—Hollis Hen- in the school house.
E. B. Grogan, H. G. Gingles.
Superintendent
George
S.
Art,
been the power of God unto
ever
We have five new students this Laura Simmons and granddaugh:
don.
M.
Hendon..
of
Robert
Best
Sire—Forward, R.
will meet. Sunday marning at 9:30. salvation to every one that beBest 4 Stalks Sorghum—Lee month. They are Linda Johnson, ter. Elizabeth Sewers, Mr. and
•1 Miller; Fan Eloise Prince. H. G:
The Young People's Society of lieveth.
Geneva Johnson, -Alice Brandon, Mrs. grarmon Simmons and fam,
Gingles; Killingly Owl Lad,. H. G. Reeves, Glendel Reeves.
Christian Enedavor and the Junior
The church and pastor extend
Best 6 Heads Broom Corn—L.- T. Elsie Brandon. and Johny Bran- ily. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Morris Christian Endeavor Society will
Gingles.
a cordial invitation to evssry one.,
don.'
land son. Merrett, Walter Morris,
Grand
Champion
Bull—Boyd Ratterree, Elmo Boyd.
to .worship with us here whenThe honor roil for the third Mrs.' Ora Hardin and daughters meet at' 6:30. Sunday evening.
Champion, Torn Taylor, R. M. Best. -.Half-dozen -Pears—Leonard
The Mid-Week- Meeting will. be ever possible. Come thous with
Bernice and Bobby, Mr. and Mrs.
month is as .follows:
Woods, Thomas Hendon.
Miller..
held
Wednesday
night
at
'1:30.
us
-and we will do thee good.
First grade: James Thomas Rose, Will Morris and children. Dora,
Best Dozen Winesap Apples—
Grand Champion Cow—E. B.
Sam P. Martin. minister
George. Oliver Parrish; second Dona. Loyce NI
el andSue, Miss
Grogan Joe Bruce Wilson, R. M. Lester
grade.'Hillie „Williams; third grade. Lucille Harris, Mr: Andrews, Mr. COLE'S CAMPGROUND CHURCH
Beat W
Do
llren
Miller.
n, Grim
- es'Golden APJune : Williams; fifth *rade. Ed- Parton Simmons and friend.
. The airport terminal building On
ple.s—Mrs. Perry Culpepper.
'POULTRY WINNERS
George Linville and daughter,
There will be no services at the Treasure Island, site of the 1939
Best Dozen Apples. Any Other ward McMillen: sixth grade, H.
Barred Rocks. Old Pen—N. W.
Short, Sallie Taylor. Frocie Bog- Variety—Billie Wilkins, Less Todd.. W. Wilson. Sarah Calhoon; -eighth Miss Mabel. of BUchanan. Tenn.. Camp Ground Church Sunday, Oc- Golden Gate Internatisnhl ExposiBest Display Apples—Robert Par- grade. Aline Wilson. Josephine spend Monday night with Mr. and tober 31. Everybody is invited to tion, will provide ticket offices,
gess. •
I Williams, N. P. Paschall.
Mrs. George Linville and family. the service on Sunday afternoon. , weather bureau, waiting rooms.
Barred Rocks.. Young Pen--Her- ker. John Alexander.
Miss Ola Lynn is visiting in November 7, which will be the,kk
customs office and hotel accommoman Darnell, T. C.,"Arnett, R. M.
HORSES AND MULES
Murray this week.
last service of the conference year. dations for_ the new San Francisco
Hendricks...
. ..
-Mare Mule Colts—Thomas Rob- ,
Read the Classified Column:
So long.—Poop Deck Papny.
irport. - -- - E. Vs Ubderhilt,pastbr
White Rocks. Old Pen—C.- F.
,..„
Hale.
White Rocks, Y6ung Pen—C. F.
Hale.
Rhode- Island Reds, .Old Pen—
Will Alton. Will Alton.
Rhode Island Reds, Young Pen—
Guy Jackson, Terry'Pogue. Huston
Hawley..
•
Wyandotts. Old
Pen—W. E.
Blakely, Houston Miller.
Wyandotts. Young Pen—W. E.
Blakely, Bill Wrather,. Perry Culpepper., -'
Orphington. . Old
Pen—L. D.
Todd, J. H. Doran. L. D. Todd.
Orphington, Young Pen—William Adams, Mamie Dyer, J. H.
Doran.
Jersey Giant. Old Pen—T. C.
Guerin, Clessie Ford.
Jersey Giants, Young Pen— T.
C. Guerin.'
Best Pen Purina Fed—William
Adams.
.
Best Pen Hatched by Murray
Hatchery--Con Geurin.-- -.-, s
Best Pullet Hatched by Murray
Hatchery—Mamie Dyer.
Champion Pullet—William Adams,
Champion Hen—Norval Short.
Turkeys—Lee Reeves.
White Legkorns, Old Pen—Kelzie Mayfield. Galen While.
White Leghorns. Young- Pen—
Otis Harrison. Otis Harrison, Galen
White.
Champion White Leghorn—Otis
Harrison.
HOG WINNERS
Duroc Jersey Sow Pigs. Under One
Year—Milton Walston. Mac Thomas Natural yellow gold color! Smart, new model with
Tarry. Mac Thomas Tarry.
guaranteed depen dable
Duroc Jersey Boar Pig. Under movement.
One Year—Lewis Harding, Lewis
Harding.
Duroc Jersey Sow, One Year
and Over—R. R. Allbritten.
Chester White or OIC Sow. One
Unusual graceful lines with all the brilliance of
Year and Over—Bill Ed Hendon.
TOBACCO WINNERS .' - more expensive gyeatiorts! Large single Diamond.
wrapper,-- =0:--A.--lareKtnney-,- - G.'Champion Value."
S. Wall, J. W. Alexander.
Spinner—C. J. Williams. W. B.
Emerson. E. C. Stubblefield.
SnutT-0. A. Johnson. W. H.
Curd. W. W.,..Hutson.
Cutting -Bob D. Grogan Lawton Burton. B. B. Russell.
French—Zelna Farris, Warren
Alibritten, Curt Cohodn.
Rehandling—Everett Roberts, W.
Brand new 1938 table model radio with 11 tubes! Powerful—
B Suiten 0. C. Barnes.
%elective—superheterod
yne radio that will give excellent reception!
Best Fired, Men's Class—Bob 2 genuine diamonds enD. Grogan.
hance the beauty of this
Beautiful walnut finish cabinet. The first
Four-H and Future Farmers-- new
17-jeweled
Bulosa
time in Paducah that such a powerful
Hilton Williams, Robert Hendon. watch in natural yellow
radio has been offered at such a low
gold color!
Glendel Rea,ves.price
Boys' Best Fired—Hilton Williams.
1sIBERAL CREDIT!
NO CARRYING CHARGES!
- FARM PRODUCTS
F. F. A. Chapter Winning Most
Blue Ribbons—Hazel . and New
Concord tied.' Lynn Grove.
F. F. Ass-Chapter Winning Most
Ribbons—Hazel. Lynn Grove and
New Concord tied.
Adult Farmer Winning Most
Ribborisee IteeyeaJo4
- . ,Wayme

OR
Your Car Washed and Polished
—OR
Probably you will -need all these services.
Ii

Think it Over . . .
COME IN NOW

leer-

For
PROMO', EFFICIENT, COURTEOUS

:70

e
5.

23c Down!

23

$42
."

23c Down.. 23 Months to Pay!

26-Piece Set

Best 10 Ears Whiie torn—Howard Rogers, R. S. Fakes.
Best 10 Ears' Yellow Corn—
Lenord Woods: Elvis Bazzel.
Best 10 Ears Hybrid Corn—Lester
Wilson, R. C. White.
Best Block Timothy Hay—Woodrow Bucy. Hazel F. F. A. •
.
Best Block Lespedeza Hay—
Will Alton. Wayne Wilson.
Best Block s Re4s, Top Hay—Joe
B. Wilson. Lynn Grove F. F. A.
Best Block Coss, Pea Hay—Proston Cotham, Lester Wilson.
Best Bundle of Green Lespeck.za—Hobert Hendon. Hazel F. F.
A.
'Hest Block Soy Bean Hay--Lynn
GeOve F. F. A.
Best 5 Ears PopcOrri—J. N. Reed,
Lee Rivers.
-:- -Best
Sweet' Peppers
—Lie Rivers7Barkley
Best string Hot Pepper—Hazel
F F. A.. J. E. Duncan.
Best Quarts Lima Beans—Voris
Parker, Chas. Waldrop.
Best. Quart of Red Tobacco
Reans--IteltIrd . Her-14ot — Wayne
Dyer., !
Tobacco
Best
White
Quart
Reatts--Elvis Bazzel Robert Hen-

ROGERS
SIBIMPLATE

Fully guaranteed!

17 jewels! A handsome
new BULOVA in natural
yellow gold color!

$

75

23c Down!

8 DIAMOND

Service for

people. consisting of: 6 Hollow Handle Dinner 'Knives.-6 Dinner Forks
—6 Tablespoons-6 Teaspoons—Sugar Shell—Butter Knife.

AillierKa% alprehly

23rd
ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL!

Bridal Pair
Neerfectly

matched creation. - Five diamondsin
"3-Diamond

wedding hand . .

23c
Down!

$993

Solid Gold settings.

engagement

ring.

A "Champion" value!

23c Down! 23 Months to Pay!
is

NO
NO
'

23c

INTEREST

DOWN!

23

CARRYING'
CHARGES TO PAY!

MONTHS TO PAY!

as-ssaia--•---e-sesorsaimiairselietwiraesses-ssas

ere-

New
11-Tube AC-DC RADIO

227 Broadway

PADUCAH, KY.

'Phone 2700

111
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Professor lioirnan Jones has been
don't know how she likes for me
to their new home which they repointment at the Hazel Baptist
to be writing about her. But I a
cently bough from Jets Henley. suffering with steumatism in the
Church Sunday mornine and Sunwill write a.little about her somevary Katherine Morris Is visit- right hip and knee. He is better
day night.
Editor, I am getting here late time.
ing her grandparents, Mr. and now.
Mrs. .Lucy Peer/. Brewers, S.Cy.
Mrs. C. 0. Brandon is 'slowly rethis- week but if you witt --excuse
Sallie I think your help
Mrs. Ben Byars, this week. Mary
Mrs. W. A. Weldon
ts-in -Maze' this week- as the guest me and let me,in- here by Aunt ..Mrs•
Old Man -.kick Frost made a Katherine is much improved after covering from the serious injuries
would be appreciated down here
of Mr. and Mrs. E. D.- Miller.
visit
to
many
homes
Saturday
she received in a car wreck ii
Cindy I will try not. to be late
several weeks.
Weldon. 80 died at
_ Mra,
Mrs. Alice Jones, Mrs. T. S. again. How did you like the snow mine cotton patch. How about it, night and left at each home a an illness of
few weeks age. Her many friends
Lock
-Golden
Promotion Unit is In Form of her home near Big Sandy Tuesday
Edwards?
Mrs.
EdScruggis
Herron. Mrs. Goldie
will be glad to know that she can
Fellowship: Group Elects A.
last week. She is surviv- wards. and Mrs. Helen Dick at- that fell Saturday morning? That .1 was glad to see a dear old pretty white carpet on the lawns.
e night of
sit up some of the time now.
Carman Preildent
Mr. and Mrs. Haruki Smothered by seven children who are tended a mimiOnary meeting near, frost looked like a snow Sunday school mate, Fay McClure. in town
Mrs. Fate Lee is convalescing
morning, The people around here Saturday.
man and baby visited Mr. Smothwell known in this section. They Gleason. Tenn.. last Thursday.
nicely at home after a major opeare busy firing tobacca, sowing
The Christian Fellowship League. are: 'James. Charles and Stanley
Happy Jay, are you still living? erman's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Charlie Cole, southwest wheat, picking cotton, and mak.
ration.
I can't get any trace of you.
011Ie Smotherman over the weeka group of men working in the Weldon of Henry County. Tenn.. Hazel, left last week for St. Louis.
Mrs. Ted Ray has so far reinterest of the First Christian Mrs. Cora Akers. ,Florida. Mrs. where she will visit relatives for ing molasses.
Visit Sweet Pea, she will tell end.
absence, covered from a recent-illness: -that
month's
a.
almost
After
Mrs-. _Robert Crouse has not you some news.
Church. was organized Monday Williams and Mrs. Thomas, Big two weeks or more.'
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Brown visit• again. A few have been she returned last Saturday to her
been able to sit up but a very
evening in the recreation hall of Sandy. and Mrs. Ed L. Miller, of
What do you know about it: ed Mr. and Mrs. One Key over I am back
Mrs. R. B: Chrisman. Paris, spent
iind enough to urge my return. home in Detroit, after some weeks .
grandchildren
little
as
.yet.
Eighteen
the church. H. E. Holton, secretary Hata
I hear that Gllford Simmons won the week end.
the week-end in Hazel with her
The waste basket, or some other
her • mother,
Mrs.'" Mauci.111
Several persons from this vicin- a prize by his ability to call chickservices motger, Mrs. Wm. SilgSi5ii- and famsaid this morning.
also survive. Funeral
Mrs. Reba Paschall attended the yawning receptacle, swallowed my with
and other relatives.
Friday
and
attended
the
Fair
Thursity
Big
Sandy
held
fram
were
ens.
Why
Gif!
The' organization ceremony folFair at Murray Saturday and re- last offerings, thus robbing the Wells, patient of
ily.
lone standiny
Our
Saturday.
Will be with you next week.
lowed an excellent dinner pre- day with Eld. W E. Morgan. of
ported a very nice visit.
Mrs. Galon Hurt. Paducah. is
world of wise current comments on Omer Wells, is again In the Clint
Mrs. Parvin Adams and son.
-"Sweet Pea"
pared .by the ladies of the Motley Puryear. In charge. •
Mrs. Bart Wilson visited in Mur- the Almo and Faxon community
in- Hazel this week visiting her
and is hardly holding his own
Brent, visited her parents. Mr.
class- of the church and a highly
ray last Friday.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dave White
fairs, on,the passing of our beloved Everyone was so happy whee
ahd Mrs. Jack &aster. of Hazel,
entertaining musical program „preJake Mayer is having erns brick in north Hazel.
Brent Hall and Bedford Wilson old editor and the welcoming of
day,.
tot
a
few
riiiitintly
came home and seemed to s'im'-"ter hy toec T inAaSale.We. shame seesiduag in Hazel repaired
Mae J. -R. Mille,. Mre. Etrreircweret-eleesteast.--huotirig-Satufdaye
hew, tni 1.011
preve for several days, until a
Mrs. Sallie Burton spent a few
Gehee, Jane Farr ,and Elizabeth and when completed this work Millm Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bailey,
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Story and bodge podge _ideas of a certain
Many persons from this' neigh- little son. Tommy Dan, will soon little editor. and of many other Might -digestive disturbance made
ITUrray 'State will add much to its appearance. and family; attended the funeral days with her daughter. Mrs. -Cat-Elder. studenti
Alams
gins recently.
borhood attended the fait 'at Mur- occupy their pretty new house. things of passing importan.oe. Press- him rapidly worse. He is not alCollege.
This house es. occupied by H. I. services for - Mrs. Weldon at Big v•in A
lowed' any visitors just at .this
and Mn.' Elmus Wilson, ray Satin-day.
All report that
The League elected A. Carman. Neely & Son Grocery and Hard- Sandy. Tenn., last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Cochran will ing duties have forbade the column
time.
president; R. L. Wade. vice-presi- ware yore.:
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pool and son and daughter-in-law. visited they had a grand time and saw move to Charlie Erwin's place on for a week or two.
The new school road is greatly .
Mrs. Wilson's father . Sunday near lots of nice things.
s.
dent and EL E. Holton. secretaryState line road near Crossland.
son and Miss Christine Jewell.
Sisturday night appreciated these rainy dayS.
freeze
hard
The
The
Spring Creek.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Herndon,
treasurer. At • the suggestion id
Adolphus Lassiter has his new injured several patches of late corn
Those from Hazel. who visited 'Detroit, visited Mr. and Mrs. Legraders
redistributed the gravel
Roney Wilson has returned hcme Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Alexander, house near completion.
several members. a membership the home, and attended the funeral land Morris last Sunday.
'Very slowly, last week, making the road much
matured
so
had
that
Esetrortsa
--•
and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wilkins
committee composed of W. V. Hale, services for Mrs. Elea Hendricks
Mrs. A. H. McLeod arid-spit A. from
Arita.. Byars has swapped his
vegetables, but lit- smoother and renewing the worn
Mrs. Susie Oliver and Rubie Fay were Sunday dinw guests of Mr. horse named "Joe". Arlis has had and some late
chairman. A. V. Havens. an. Turston at Murray Saturday. were :it Jr., were in Murray Saturday
tle else was out. V. B. Falwell tracks.
Paris
last
week.
were
visitors
at
and Mrs. Comus Alexander..
George Hart-and a • program com- Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely, Miss visiting Mrs. John McLeod and
had a real bad cold in his eyes expects to finish the season's crop
The new rooms that are being
We are very sorry to hear of since Joe left.
mittee composed of R. L. Wade, Eva Perry, Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow daughter: Manelle McLeod. and at- . Mrs. C. W. 'Adams has mpved
of molasses Tuesday. He has made constructed at Faxon are greatly
over
on
the
Penny
road
near
Mr.
Mrs. Wilford Brown's being back
chairman. Carlisle Cinchin. and and Mrs. Owen Brandon. Mr. and tended the Calloway County fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Glathen Windsor several hundreds, of gallons of
too. Only one runior-senior
Ed Frank Kirk were appOinted
Mrs. H. 0.' Smith and sons. Gingles'. I shone she will like her in the hospital. We hope she will visited relatives Sunday in Ten- beautiful, mild syrup, but fewer needed
Mrs. E D. Miller. Mrs. Will Miller.
teacher now has a classroom. The
new home. Mrs. Jones lives 'in soon recover.
President Carman.
nessee.
and daughter. Dorthea. Mrs. Bertha Brown and Roy. Bruce, of Mur- the home with them.
crops of cane have been hauled to others have no place to teach
promote Maddox. Mrs. R. B. Christman,.Mrs. ray:1cent Sunday with Mr. -and
The league aims to
Cornus Alexander, Frank HanMr. and Mrs. Odie Morris and his mill than customary.
except in the study hall, the
- Roney Wilson and Truman Oh-closer- lellewsshiss-ameng-thes
-Hicks, Es- M.-Mason -iind- Mrs _Lelands ,Meareia, of nort -etre-ape-tearing-down a barn for ley, Herman Tidwell, and Lowell children, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. -Pas.
An event of great interest in
of the church and a renewal of deaghter. Betty. Mr. and Mrs. Cole- Hazel. •• • • • . •
.
•
Puyner seovered Mr. Alexander's chall, and Mr. and Mrs. Holton the community was the celebra- breezy, huge gymnasium, or a stuffy little off-stage cubicle.
the men's iptereet• in church ac- man_ Hurt, Mr. and Mrs. Herman • Mr. and Mrs. M.. Caldwell and Mr. Don Wilson, Mr. Wilson will. stock barn last Wednesday.
Byars Visited In the---hdtrier of --Ben
-Sunday , of-- the golden
This con-tractor fiat sthe • SthOOT
use the'old barn tor fire wood this . Mr. and Mrs. Ray Griffith. Otis Byars' last Sunday. The Morris tion last
tivihes.
wedding of Mr. and Mrs. George building is another or:stifle -"boys"
Huey. Mr. and Mrs. Jack New- Children of Murray. spent Satur- winter. ,„
A meetmg is to be-tliefd each port.- and Miss Emma Hooper_ .. day and Sunday .
wi‘th Mrs. Marion
Miller. and Mr. and Mrs. Barney children enjoyed Ma's chicken and W. McClure.
who is making good. 'though she
All right now. Mrs. Sallie Adair, Hernden attended a radio . party banana pudding at the noon hour.
month and a program and ban- Mr. and Mrs. Gulden Ragsdale
Mrs.. Thurston - and her sister. Wilson, and her family.
quet is being arranged by the ecirn- Mrs: Will Chester lived in Haiel
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Morris at- I- know you are wondering if I Saturday night at Mrs Alexander's
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall and Mr. and Mrs. Gardener Rags- can take little of the -credit for
mittee fsr the next meeting. No- seVeral years ago. and were well tended the Calloisay County' fair am going tie say anything about 'Friends and relatives enjoyed a visited relatives in Tennessee last dale spent last week-end in Cen- his success. He is Buren Poyner.
and his work is- coming to be
Mrs. Robert Edwards, I just don't birthday dinner ..at Altis_ Carson's Sunder.-'
-vetnber - 22. at 6:30 in the-"IliThils"s known .here.
at Murray Saturday.
tralia.. Ill., visiting their sister,
• thataswoman very. learretis'-ead tlaet Stinday.1
-162rs: Char-be-A
Ilfrs. Bert Wilsarl spent the day Mrs. Hayden. Ragsdale Stocinger noted for honesty -and efficiency:
• .
•
• .•
The - inernhership c.0 M Mitt tee
Mrs. Howarr4 lianlearseand
with Mrs. Laura • -Hall -Saturday. end Mr. •Stoeinger.
Mrs. Rob -Hacks. Jr., and little -fined to her bed _this. .week, with
began this week a drive for a son have returtsed to their home illness.
daughter. Norma Jean, spent a fey.. They spent part of the afternoon
olwe,lw
l had A completely electrified model
B.Furs
Mr and-end. Mrs.
Baptist Association at days last week with Mr, and Mrs. gathering, butterbeans from Mrs. last week
larger - enrollment and officials in Springville.. Tenn,
Mrs. O. 'I'. Weatherford and s - County
his niece.
farm, demonstrating crop stimulaSedalia.
Ky
.
.
believe they have reason to lexEva
Roy -Owens.
Haughtie Byars' garden.
ell Wall, Mr. Wall and their two
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grady ter. Mrs. Callie Russell. Misr
Dr. and Mrs. J.- M. Mayer of
pect• an inctease over the
char- Meador of New Orleans were re-, Lee Perry and Mr: and Mrs. H. I.
Howell Tidwell returned from
"Aunt Jennie- Jones returned daughters, and a Mr. Parker. the tion, soil _beating, and pest control,
the Mayfield Hospital staff, spent Detroit last week. He reports that to her home Sunday after being in son of a nephew of Illinois. and all operated electrically, will be
ter members .present at the next cent guests of their- mother. Mrs. Neel): were in Murray Friday.
meeting.
- ••
Mr. arid Mrs. Guy Caldwell and. a few hours. with the former's weri , is very dull in that city the Fuller-Gilliam hospital at May- they had this Sunday two nieces, displayed at the 1939 Golden Gate
Fenrui Laura Meador of Hazel.
of- 'Somerville.' Tema. parents here. Mr. and Mrs. Jake at the. preseht.
field for an operation of -the- eye. Misses Pearl Evans and Audie International . Exposition at- -Sitik
Mr. Meador flew up fo- Memphis to daughter
Francisco.
Little Miss Clara- _Fay Parmer "Aunt Jennie" is doing nicely at Folwell,
A huge relief map., coating alai join his wife who had previously spent the week-end in Hazel visit- Setayer„ .bellere leaving this week
for Chicago to attend the ses- spent list week 'oreiehae-lierres El- this time. The family, with the
Miss Pearl Evans returned re000.000 i* _planned for the 1939 mofared up to Nashville. Tenn..- ing relatives and friends.
neighbors and friends Were very cently trim a stay of several
Golden Gete International •Exposi- visiting her sister.' Mrs Frank • Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hurt had as sions of the American College of liott and family.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds-Mise-Charlene -Titteselr
.1Wti •• glad fla-tee`'Atitit--jeriiiie's- taturn reek' With- her briither, Professor
•start Built -on --a-Seale "eV-eirie filet 'Jose-Oh• sKistriker. En route' -oter their guest.. last Sunday, Mr. sand- -Sur-geons.
Moore,
Mrs.
Frankie
Mrs.
Con
sick and unable to-attend school tot home.
to the mile, the man ,will encom- they stopped,at ••Trenton. Tenn., to
Onas Evans, and Mrs. Evans m
Chiropractic: The science that
the past few days.
Mrs. B. L. Swann has been suf- their • new home near Dixie Conpass the 11 western atates, an area .end a. day..with Mr. and Mrs. •Midore and Mrs. Dora' Kemp of
STATEMENT OF THE OWNER
makes people well and
fering with an ulcer on her eye. solidated School, Corydon, Ky.,
of 1,189.141 square miles.
David Harley Kemker. Mr. and Wiswell. Mrs. Kemp will be in
In addition .to the usual press. Hope. she is semi much improved. where they are both teaching. She
happy.
Mrs", Meader left-Ithis --morning for •1116261 several days . visiting rela- SHIP. MANAGEIVIENT, CIRCULAtives.
Mr. and Mrs. One Key are im- is paying a short visit to several
TION. ETC., REQUIRED 13Y THE building, a :hospitality house for
The National Editorial Associa- th'eir home in New Orleans.
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Mr. and Mrs. E. if Miller. their
relatives in this community and
tion plans ts hold its 1939 cOnven- -'Rev. R. F. Gregory' of Murray,
of ACTS OF CONGRESS OF AUG- the entertainment of visiting pub- proving from severe. colds.
Chiropractor
•
lishers and writers of note' Is planWe are vety glad to have and the county before leaving for a
tion in San Francisee during the was dinner guest Sunday in • the visible Mrs. -- Hamilton Petry
3,
MARCH
UST
24,
1912.
AND
R.
R.
Hicks
Murray
ned for the 1939 Golden Gate In- to welcome Mr. and Mrs. L. D. long visit with her sister, Mrs. J. 609 West Main
Golden Gate' International Exposi-• home of Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones. Brewers. and Mrs.
Mayfield.
'visiting
spent
Monday
in
1933.
ternational
Exposition
at San Rogers who moved to this neigh- B. Fair, and Mr. Fair in Atlanta, Murray: Mon., Wed. & Fri. P. M.
Rev It F Greeory. of Murray.
•"on
relatives.
Benton: Tees.. Thurs. & Sat.
borhood last week. They moved Ga.
of The Ledger & Times puhlished Francisco,
.
Mr. and Mrs. Quitman Key of weekty at Murray, Ky., for Oct. 1.
• ne -West Fork section., were in 1937.'
.1,14e1 Saturday -visiting Mr. "and
STATE OF KENTUCKY.
Sis.'Coy Cote and family.
L. W. Cosby tramsasted business COUNTY OF__CALLOWAY, s.
Murray Saturday.
aiiiidd
Before
estme,
esailnndota
crosunty
: public
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. •Jones of- for
aforesaid.
,sieluca
visited relatives'., -here personally appeared John ,S. Neal.
.
today.
who, having been dui, sworn acHomer Farris. route 3. awl Miss cording to law, deposes and says
that
he is the pub/teller a,rid busis'ilina Cathcart of near . inking
aess manager of The Ledger &
.were 'muted
Times, and that the following is.'to
LARGE STOCK . . . Can fit any foot.
.aurday. October 2 The
maring- groom the best of his knowledge and be- the sion of `111r.- and Mrs. Luther lief. a true statement of the ownBrown, Edgewcod, and Selby Shoes for wo-Sam _arid a auccessful farmer. The ship, management t and if a daily
.iide is the daughter of Mr. and paper, the circuletiope etc., of the
men.
Mrs. Jim, Cathcart.
Both
are aforesaid publication for the date
-splendid - young-- people- and=-41ave Maoism _in _the -alatrive caption. -reBrowns, Flersheim Shoes for men.
the best wishes of their many quired by the Act of August 24.
as. amended "..iy the Act of
friends ter a. happy. life together. 1912,
Experienced fitters,, kind and accommodatMarch 3. 1933, embodied'in secticn
"They're here now ... the three grear new Nash
They will reside en r/hute 1.
537. Postal Laws and Regulations.
ing.
R. A. - Bowden. Cottage Grove. printed on the reverse of this lorm,
lines for 1938!And,Mister,they sport a listoffeawas in Hazel. Sunday.
•
tow it:
.
tures
that are headline news right down the line!
Mrs. Iva Langston has returned- I. That the names and addresses
"Think ofit...Conditioned Airfor winter dris to Paducah after a brief Visit with of the publisher, editor, managing
*about ENGINES!
editor, and blisiness managers arc:
ing! A new kind of engine,that gives you terrific
relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mahomn of Publisher, John S. Neal., Murray,
new acceleration, and 12% better gas mileagt.!
Ky.s Business' manager. John.
Flint. Mich. announce the birth of Neel, „Murray, Ky. ,
*about GEAR-SHIFTING! New sound-proofing! New automatic racuur,
a son. born October 17.
Mrs.
2.. That the siwner is: AB owned
gear-shifting! Even size is news... these are the
Mahomn was formerly Miss Nona by a eorporation. its name and adbiggest tabu'packages ever deliveredfor the moue):
Taylor if this section.
dre,ss.• must . be -hated and also fin*about VENTILATION!
Mrs. Bertha kuykendall visited mediately thereunder the names
"In fact, there are 83 really great improveand, addresses of stockholders owns Paris the past week.
ments we want to show you ... things you will
cent
more
holding
one
per
or
ing
or
*about ECONOMY!
Mr. and Mrs. Frank' Vaughn.
want to see,ought to see, if you're looking for
amount cd stock.. If
'sr- 0 R. Torphiests" and- Mrs. of the total by
a corporation, the
not owned
the best bet Tor your money.
:f I. Neely attended the
names and addresses of the indi*about COMFORT!
____----Graves_
"We never saw cars like these before ... _
vidual owners must be given. If
owned by -a firm, comdany, or
never dreamed they would come along in 1938.
other unincorporated concern. its
CIASSI
It's a special showing ... drive in today!"
*about PRICES!
name and address, as well as those
..- of each individual member, must
PARKER BROTHERS GARAGE
GET OUT Of
the
abuse
is far
u be given./
LA.:Faye=
scie-engtoe
'Kash
Thrs
Calloway County PublialiiiirCis,
in
Three" Class
deIne. It R. Meloan. John S. Neal,
"All
horsepoeler-e-rerytising. But, in
T. H Stokes, Harry I. Sledd. It T.
enough
-dbl.
there's
Houston,
Mrs.
Walarep, Mrs. E. B.
livered prices - about'.
Ben B. Keys. _Winifred Keys. W. J.
Caplinger. V7. M. Citidill, W. S.
difference to talk
ask
Swann estate. A. B. Beale & Son.
it -a:: then
. drive
F.- E. Crawford, M. 0. Wrtither,,R.
See this car
on
"Why
H., Falwell. W. G. Miller, Mrs. J. A.
yourself,
Dulaney. F. H. Outland E. J. Beale,
with
e content
earth laE
.
7"-S, Duiguid; G. C. Aiheraft.r1 11.
todayr'
Bradley, Murray Consumers. Coal
a small car
as lee Co.. J. L.litaha.n. T. 0 Sledd,
V H.-Clarks Osla.MeDeniel, J. W.
'a-flan& C.•
Farmer." Luther
Robertson.11...t4 Hoed. R. H: Hood:
Jr., Mrs. R. R. Meloan. Mrs. J, D.
Rowlett, John_ M. Rowlett, Tom M.
Rowlett all of Murray. Ky.; C.:0.
Dickey, Raleigh.' N. C.: j)r. C. H.
- Jones, leYnn Grnye, Ky.; Hal ..E.
. Houston, Louisville, Ky.; Mes. Rennie Chrisman, Hazel. Ky. • Maud B.
Harker. Puryear.:Tenn.: H. C. Futrell,, Ahno. Ky.: C D. Vinson and
J.' D. Dill. of Model. Tenn.
3. - That the known bondholders,
mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1 par cent
or more of the heal. ,unoten 7f
trona!, mortgages. or other wenn,. be.* artii Bank .of Murray, Murray,
'
_v‘47
" - 'at"-"f
iChtirtrtai'N`a gl• pier Mat
above. gavieg the mulles of the
gess....ssodehoideta anels_securits
holders, if ans. contain net only the
Sizes 35 to 40's
list of,stockholders and securiry
TRY TO FIND ANY OTHER CAR ON EARTH-AT ANY PRICE-WITH ALL THESE GREAT
holders
as they appear upon the
NASH FEATURES!
FRIDAY anda SATURDAY ONLY
hooks of the company 'bur:also, in
Icliaes where the stoc
Icier or se"NEW FATIGUEWORLD'S FIRST CONDITIONED-AIR
eurity holder. appear# u 'n the
-•
PROOF RIDE-WITH
books of the cornria-ny-aa ulitee Of
CAR FOR WINTER DRIVING!
in any other fiduciary relation, the
"SEA LEGS"!
name of the-person or corporation
No more chilling
for. whom such ttustee es .acting, is
A mast erpir-re of endrafts, dust,stuffy
erven; also that the said two parsginserihig... perfectly
air, or winter wingraphs tont8ie-7 .staitinents- enibrac-balanced
car
weight
Big Smith Overalls
daw-steaming.1
Bbys' regular $2.50 Combination
NO CM -SHIFTING
ing affiant's fall knee:Oct.-lee and bcDrive in your shirt
• • springs
liefagas to the circumstances 'and
$1.95 Rain Coats
Big Smith Work Shirt's
fired
el
65c
•11Ei1iPER-TIIRIfT ENGINE
sleetes
WORK
In
zero
eonditiorrs'-under whist, eteckhble--...skylinertypeshoekweathe . plow
leas,
sers -end security :.alders `Allp -dr)
Vacuum AUTOMAT-IC i Greatest step ahead in years.
Star Brand Work Shoe*
absorber".
mounted
Cooper', rtegular $3.00
A
ifi'rougle. a dust•not appear upon . the .book, of .the
GEAR-SHIFTING ... Remarkably simplified .
big
lik.e a !Jailor's "sea Ala
storm and come out clean. Clean, fresh air.., splt-sccond control ..
regular $2.95 values
$1.95 ' • Sweaters
company Se trustees. hoid stoea
$2.45
increase in power and econorny
legs".
filtered . .at 70'.
and securities in a capacity other
leaves front floor clear. ... unaffected by weather!
than that of a bona 'fade -owner.
All leather sole Dress Shoei
$2.95
"lleakyy Vneterwvkr, regAdar

CHRISTIAN CHURCH I
ORGANIZES LEAGUE

Cole's Camp Ground.

HAZEL NEWS1

Around Paschall
School

Faxon Facets

a

by-

27

OUR SHOE DEPARTMENT

"MIS'

Largest in Town
•

A801/171/11.988 NASH?

01'177"•

Better line of Piece Goods, Silks, Woolens and Notions

NASH UPSETS OLD IDEAS

I

•
T. 0. TURNER

1

C.

All Wool, regular S16.95 0324.V.).4• Values!

EXTRA SPECIALS
Go-ssd Coat' Sweater

=

95c

For Friday
and Saturday

$1.00 value's

:believe that any other person, as-.
ettchttiona •or -col-petalled . has any
interest-,direct or indirect .in the
lid, stoek..'honds„ 'Sr Other Mewls a i ease s/ as, sts.,•11 Is',' :,,•rd - '

79c

Corn Austin Company
"Where Men Trade"

seat4NASH

THE GREAT INDEPENDENT
Now'On Displat

Go See It

Three Great 1938 Series

PARKER BROTHERS GARAGE, Murray, Ky., Phone 300

•

-411

•

-
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convalescing
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-•
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Art the Clinic
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lie is not an
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ky days. The
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e road much
ng the worn
At are being
are greatly
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ice to teach
ly hall, the
am, or a stufifle.
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supervisor, with a surprise birth- ham.
reduce our standing in party gov- information as to his whereabouts. WANTED-Everybody in Calloday luncheon and shower in the
MRS HARRY I. SLEDD,_Editor
"Releasing Women .Around - the
PHONE 247, PLEASE
Chas. W. Hillman, Route 8, Mur- way county to set their alarm-ernment in next state campaign.
sewing room Wednesday at noon. Wsrld", Mrs. Hontas Lyles.
ltp clocks to ring at 2:30 daily to
This is no big campaign-no ray, Ky.
The party came as a complete
Bible Study, Mrs. Edna Swift.
remind you to Turn your rachlr.
surprise to the barely 24-year old
Pat outs admitted to the Wil- money is being spent, but all want FOR SALE-Good
Prayer, Mrs. Jessie Tidwell.
2-horse wagon dial to 1420 (WPADt to her
.• • • •
supervisor, as Mrs. Lucy Coleman,
liam Mason Memorial Hospital dur- General Meredith re-elected to fill and disc harrow
in good condi- "THE VOICE OF TRUTH" Bible
one of her workers, carried her to Westminster Eellowship Hears
ing the past week:
tion. See Jim Cochran, Murray talks by Evangelist Alien Walout unexpired term.
Ryan's store at 11:30 obtensibly to
Mrs M. G. Carman, Murray; M.
Havins
Route
1.
ltp ker,
Itc
Callie Hale has no opposition,
look over dress patterns, and in
F. Wright, Camden, Tenn.: J.
The Westminster Fellowship Club Woodarci Hicks, Murray; Mrs, B. but should have a full vote.
the interim her co-workers set the
FOR SALE-Fence .posts. White- Evergreens, Shrubs, Perennials at
heard an enterprising and en-- B. Barlow. Parts, Tenn.; Willie
stage for the party.
I hope the amendment on the oak or chestnut. Made to order. Murray Nursery, 800 Olive, Phone
• 'Fruits, cakes, sandwiches, and lightening discussion by a minis-• Midyett, Benton; Miss Nell HumSee about your fence posts for 364.
COPY f
lte
page should be submitted not later than. Tuesday
numeroueocither rieleessble neeta ter vaili looked at hoe
phreys Taris, Tenn4 Clarice Pen- big ballot will get a vote. It is
decked the two beautifully deco- relations in college life as the Rev. ola Moore. Murray; Mrs. S. P. necessary to get a two-thirds vote spring now.- See or writes for inafternoon each week.
formation.
Jake
Mason; Farm- FOR RENT-Four room unrurnrated ttbles in the center -of the A. V. Havens, pasior of the First White. Martin, Tenn.; Garland La- to pass. I am for the amendment
ington, Route 2, near Asbury ished apt., all modern conveni• long-Work hall. Pink candles dec- Christian Church of Murray, speke
vern Sykes, Springville, Tenn.;
Church.
on
the
separate
not
N4p ences, close in. Located on South
sheet,
so
but
orated the . tables, and in the cen- on the subject from a ministerial Mrs., Henry F. Call, Union City,
Miss Outland Entertains
4th'St. See Mrs, Vera Rorgers. ltp
ter of the birthday table was a standpoint.
Tenn., Mrs. Geo. 'Wm. Keegan, iaterested as the one-011. the big
Baptist Council
FOR SALE-9 white p;gs. Going
The entire group was the guest Hazel: Mrs. Rtinle Pittman, Hazel: ballot
basket cif chrysanthemums and
Outland, Miss gladiolii. At one end of the table of the Rev. and Mrs. Bruce B. Rev. Ernest Roach, Murray: Mrs.
Geneva
Miss
on 3 months old. $5.00 each. See LOST or STRAYED-Twg setter
T. 0. TURNER
Thursday, October 28
J. W. Clark, Alind, Route 2. ltp bird dogs, one chestnut and wh.,
Katie Tarry, and Miss Evelyn were piled the gifts' of the. sew- Maguire. The Reverend Mr. Ma- 011ie Bartlett. Almo.
4 yrs. old, one wh., black and tan
Rotary 1..afies' Night. .National Ruth Gingles entertained at Miss ing room women with a beautiful guire is leader of the Presbyterian
_Patients dismissed during the
STRAYED-Oct.
16 one female 2ia yrs old. Finder please call
Hotel at 7 1 rk
Outlands home ._Mondity_ evenin birthday,.
REV. DUNN ANNOUNCES
con'gre ation in Murray.
ast wee
- .tbauQr
will
ansand
333 Murray., D. H. Siress.
ltp
--tiiiiMHteT-POR WU
with a chili supper for members Mart attached to them.
ss
eorgia
a i. senior in
Obt...Mathias Petty, -Hazel;
wer to name Beaulah. Please
Murray State College and presi- Mrs. F. F. Freeman, Paducah, J.
• • • • •
Business and Professional Wom- of the Baptist Student Council.
notify
Mrs.
Carrie
Reeves,
DexFOR
RENT-Two
apartlurnished
Rev, K. G. Dunn will hold the
Alpfinks And other enterprising Mrs. Robinson Receives Shower
dent of the Westminster Club was W. Hicks. Murray; Mrs. W. W. Wilan's Club eiseting in the club
Hp. ments tone two-room and one
games •were introduced by the
in charge of the program. The son, Murray; Miss Clarice Moore, regular fifth Sunday services at ter, Ky. Reward,
looms at 7 p
three-room)
conveniently
arSouth
hostesses.
group
Pleasant Grove Church at FOR
tonight
will
discushear a
Mrs, Oscar Robinson. whose
Murray; Willie Midyett, Benton;
SALE--One single shot 12 ranged-three blocks from the
Special guests, were R. H. Fal- house and contents were destroy- sion on the same subject that Mr. Mrs. Garnett Jones. Murray; Miss 11 a. m., October 31. His topic
gauge shotgun. New condition. "Square". Eunice E. Oury, 321
Football Game-Murray
High well. Jr„ former president of the ed by fire recently. was the re- Havens discussed, this time from a Nell Humphreys. Paris; Mrs. E. for discussion Sunday will be of Ideal for quail and rabbits, also
North 4th. St.
ltp
Baptist Student Union here and cipient of many nice gifts at a doctor's standpoint, as Dr. Hugh C. Williams and baby, Hazel; Mrs. a Temperance nature. the -subject; good
School vs. Fulton, 7:30 p. m.
for squirrels.
Will sell
now president of the State Baptist shower tendered her by fifty-two L. Houston, college physician, ap- Lester Ryan and baby, Benton; "Christ" or "Barabas--which7
cheap. See Oakland Cunning- MR. FARMER-As you know, the
The building will be warm and
Student group; Eld. Dotson Nelson,
pears before the organization.
Rev. Ernest R. Roach, Murray.
barn
at
Elliott &
Blalock's road is under construction from
Friday and Saturday, October 29-30 son of the president of Mississippi of her-friends and neighbors. The
comfort is assured.
Next Thursday nigh't'-the Westshower was held at the North
Grocery.
State Home Economics Conven. ltp Murray to Mayfield through ColdWarand
Canton,
College,
Miss.;
roinster Club will go to Mayfield
Pleasant
Church
Grove
last
Wedwater. For a limited time. we
tion, Murray State College.
ren Earl Ferguson, L,ouisville, all nesday. A number of her firends to see Warner Brothers' great picFOR SALE-On November 4th. I are going to reduce the price, at
Saturday, October 30
students in the Baptist/Seminary who were unable to attend sent ture, "The Life of Emile Zola",
will offer for sale at my home. our place only. on all makes of
it 'mile south of Wiswell at 10
starring Paul Muni.
Alpha 1)(1,-tment meets at 2:30 for graduate. work at Louisville. gifts.
radios, batteries, power packs-fits
Members of the council who were
p. m. at tis oome of Miss Desiree
The ladies met in the morning
a. m., 1 wagon. 2 mule. farm- Philcos And on all radio tubes.
-The Rev. Carroll Hubbard and
recipients of the delectable dinner 'and quilted two quilts, after which Woodman-Circle Meets
Beale.
ing tools, hay. household turn'. .111 comidk to my place, turn north
the Rev. C. H. Wilson, both of
spread were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph they held a pot luck luncheon,
Monday, November I
lure. Mrs. Lula Paschall. • Itp
Lynn _Grove through .Cold,
Murray. will deliver a lecture and
Churchill, Mr.. and Mrs. Ronald and the shower was held Inthe
Circle
Murray
Woodman
126.
Monthly Bridge Club- With -Mrs. Churthill, the
a
sermon,
respectively,
at
the
FOR
RENT-Large, nicely ftwn- , water. These prices wili stand
Rev. and Mrs. Sam afternoon.
Grove 126. met in the Business &
C. S. Lowry
for
a
limited time only. We also
Valley
Mission smelly
ished bedroom. Modern convenP. Martin, Porter Martin. Maurice
Professional Women's club room Amaz n
which will be held with the High- PIANO Tuning and Repairing, iences. Call 237, Mrs. Geo, Hart, do radio service on all makes of
Tuesday, November Z
Bailey, Frank Crawford, Eldon
good
with
October
Tuesday.
a
14,
radios. Turner's garage, Cold-'
Hold Family Reunion
tic
Alice Waters _Missionary Society Byrd, Gerry Hammack, Larry
attendance. Mrs. Lois Waterfield point Baptist Church in Mayfield special price; free examination. 603 Olive.
water. Ky
NovAp
November 22-24 ,according to an Phone 372-W. John Travis. • If
meets at 2.30 p. m. at the Metho- Hendon. Sallie Lemons, and Billie
Sunday was enjoyed in a family was in charge 'ef the meeting. announcement
TEN THOUSAND Glad
bulbs.
released this week
dist church
Mr. Max 'Hurt will Sue Gibson.
reunion at the home ef Mr and Five new members -were voted on
by W. W. Diekerson, a member of Evergreens..Shrubs. Perennials at blooming size. Prim varieties at
• • • • -4,
speak at 3.46 p. -ise on "Peace".
• •-•'"-Mrs. Charlie Adams. "Those that -and accepted. They were: Mrs.
Murray Nursery. 800 Olive, Phone 50cts per 100. Mrs. I. T. Crawthe committee.
All inernber; urged to attend
were present were Mr, and Mrs. Claud -Brown. Mrs. Aliee Roberts,
Mrs. Diaguld Entertains For
ltc ford, Murray, Ky., R 6.
A comprehensive program has 364. N4c
Jim Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Mrs. T. 0. Baucurn. Mrs. Taylor
Mrs. Oury
A
been arranged, Dickerson said.
Delta Depaitment meets at 7:30
Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Ad- Gough. and Mrs. Claud Gough.
RENT-Furnished
s'OR
apartment
FOR
RENT
or
-room
SALE
-6
As a farewell courtesy to Mrs. ams, Rubie Fay OliVer, J. E. M.
p m. at the borne Of Mrs. Joe
Mrs. Katie Fooshee, our district The Reverend Mr. Hubbard will Electrically
equipped.
Steam 'house on South 14th -St: Basethe, congregation Tuesday
• Lovett with Mrs. Hugh Houston J. R. Oury, who will leave next Bishop, Mr. and Mrs. Noble Sim- manager, gave a very interesting addres the
Available now.
Newlt ment. Fred McClure, Cherry Cor23. on' Evils Heat.
and Mrs. Graves Sledd assisting week for Fort Myers, Fla., to mons, and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie talk on her trip fo Omaha where afternoon.
ner, Murray. R. 7. .
' ltp
spend the winter. Mrs. Ed Diu- Adams. A nice dinner was served she attended the Woodman Na- of Alien Immersion", and the Rev- decorated. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett. tic
hosts.
gpid. Jr., entertained at her home in the cozy little diningToom and tional Institute- on Septcseriber 14. erend Mr. Wilson will deliver the fOR
Wednesday. November 3
RENT
-2
FOR
rooms,
furnished
RENT-New brick business
Wednesday Bridge Club. with Tuesday afternoon, Guests were a the day was spent in conversation having earned the trp apy selling night's sermon.
house on North Third St. Nice, or unf rnished. 412 N. 5th St. ltc
few close friends of the honoree. and enjoyed by all.
her quota of Woodman insurance
Mrs. J. H. Branch.
bed, In el:modern
and good location. M. T. FOR SuALE-Baby
_ condition. .4
,4rs, A.
•• •• •
.in Kentucky.
Tbersda,y, November 4 _ Bridge wits played At. two_ tutees
Morris. •
Visitors present were Mrs. J.
sal meet at wall prizes awarded to Mrs. Oury Mrs. Robinson Honors Contest
"The 7CalTfen "clubIW
Rhodes.
Phone 249.
Workers Finish
F. Outland, Mrs. W. C. Folwell,
2:30 p. m at the home of Mrs. and Mrs. H. I. Siedd.
ARE YOU in the Market for a
Entrants
FOR SALE-1930 Ford Tudor SeA. salad plitte was served by the
Mrs. Thomas Nance, Mrs. Clifton
C. C. Farmr with Mrs: ,Gregg
Mausoleum
For
Radio? We se,li the RCA Victor.
dan in good shape. • See Obie
Mrs. Talmadge Robinson enter- Roberts of Grove 158, Pottertown.
Miller, Mrs 'Luther Roberson and host to Mrs. Oury, Mrs. Vernon
Philco and Sentinel.
Farm
Swann
Saturday
•
k
r
_
_•
•_
Warren. between Cherry and Con,,Mrs. J. D. Sexton assisting hosts. Stubblefield, Jr., Mrs. Ben Davis, tained Monday night at Top Hat
models
for
homeh.,without
eleccord
highway.
•
ltp
Call or See ...
Inn
honoring
Miss Miss Irene WatMrs. E. J. Beale.'Mrs. Nat Ryan.
tricity. Johnson-FanrAppl. Co. tic
•'•
Mrs. George Hart and Mrs. Sledd, kins who represented. Top Hat
The
huge
mausoleum,
marble
'EOUND-Half grown young hound.
Mrs. Fulton Slit ertalas 'Church
who were guests for bridge, and to last week in the beauty contest,
MRS. R. R. MELOAN
authorized by the family of Warren.' STRAYED or STOLEN---Aleck and Tan ears, and mostly white and
Damp
Mrs..W. H. Mason, Mrs. Rob ason, and Miss Jane Hale, sponsored by
Stanley SWann after his death last tan male hound. Answers tooname tan spots.
Robert B. Parker,
Mrs. Katherine Kirk, and Mrs. Will them in the amateur contests.
December: was completed and the 'Joe" Liberal reward payed f.
Murray li.&7
71 was at home
Mrs. Ch.,
By Talmadge Burkeen
Hp
A chili supper with cold drinks
H. Whitnell. who called for tea.
o, members of
Tuesday si,
We are now starting the last keys turned over to the Swann
was served to Miss Irene Watkins,
family Saturday morning by workI S. Group" of the
the "Spiro
„James Dale Clepton, Miss Jane half of the 'first semester of school men of the
Murray Marble Works.
The purpose of First Christian Church
Methodist •
Male, Garnett .Hood Jones, Miss work.
Ladies
Meet
The beautiful grey .stone monuwhich Miss Alice
this group.
We have several students who
Annie Lee Gatlin and Virgil Rob1(..1(ier. Is to - interest
Waters
have been absent for some time, ment which required three months
The ladies of the First Christian ertson,
starting back to school this week. to build is 15 feet by 20 feet high
the women .1; (ins phase of church Church met Monday afternoon to
Basketball practice started this and la feet by 22 feet long. Its
work. Mr. W J. Mees-- was effect a more general organization College' Socials At Homecoming
speaker (is the afternoon and had than the ones already in force.
week. with 15 boys working hard grills and doorway' are of heavy
Are Outstanding
bronze, and in the back is a colored
as her subject. "Things To Be This they did in a most satisfacto make the squad.
Thankful For-The Faxon Cardinals will meet prismatic glass windoW featuring
The Portfolio Club .held a
tory manner, calling the body the
designs
symbolical of the Cross.
Those present were Mrs. Mecoy. "Ladles' Aid" which they hope it luncheon Saturday at noon at the Beelerton High School November
Just inside the massive doorway
iss Alice Waters. Mrs. C. s A. will truly prove to be.
home of Mrs. _Mary Mecoy Hall. 12'at Beaterton.
If you :will listen you may hear is a white vertical marble slab
sheg, . Mrs. W. A., Bell. jira
Wade was 'elected Present members and all for
van Barnett. Mrs. S. B. Tandy. president. Mrs. Gatlin Clopton
-tuning- et -old-fiddles and which bears the horizontal inscripvice- members were invited:
Mr.. G. C. Ashcraft, Mrs. Albert president, and Mrs. E. B. Morgan
After a delightful luncheon, new guitars for the "Old Time Fiddler's tion: "Warren Stanley Swann. born
Contest", at Faxon Saturday night, August 12. 1878. Son of Sarah
Lassiter, Mrs. Dale and Mrs. Ful- secretary and treasurer.
All the members were initiated. An inFrazier and Elihu Swann; Married
given by November 6.
ladies of the church are most teresting _program was.
Acree
eeriainly appreciate-theeeorr-- December 21..1904,
--,- • -earnestly invited 'and filled to the artittatese
Comparc these coats with other's you've seen adMrs. Stokes Begins Series
There were about' twenty-five struction of our new class rooms Gatlin. Died January 16, 1937"
take part in the weekly meetings,
Beneath
it
is
the
poetic
tribute:
that are under way.
vertised for much more. You'll agree that you
Of Parties
and to enjoy the rich fellowship present.
"Thy -singleness of stall that made
Primary Room
reap REAL SAVINGS on every one of them!
supply.
me
proud,
Mrs. T. H. Stokes was host at which this will
The
second
• • • • •
first
grades
and
are
After the Homecoming Same Sato'
Whatever style coat you want . . . whether it's
Thy purity of heart I loved
the first of a series of parties
urday afternoon the girls' organ- making witches, black cats, owls„
Wednesday afternoon at her home. Shower Honors Mrs. Overbey
aloud.
pencil-slim
princess or swagger ... SEE these
ization at Wells Hall entertained and pumpkins for Halloween.
Six tables were placed for bridge
First grade honor roll for last -Thy man's truth I was 'bold to
coats FIRST :" . celebrate your savings with la
A lovely 'shower was given for with an informal tea for students
in the lieu:4 rooms which were Mrs Prentice Overbey at her
bid.
God
see."
home and friends of Murray State Col- week: Joe Wayne Darnell, Julia
new hat!
On another slab far below is andecorated in fall flowers.
Ann Holland, Bobby Tucker, and
Wednesday afternoon. October 20. lege.
other
inscription:
Mrs. W. G. Swann won the prize
"Warren
StanA contest was given of which
Tea was served in the parlors of Earl Tucker.
for high scare and Mrs. 'Joe T. Miss Lucy Lee was awarded a Wells Hall. There was a large
Those in the second grade mak- ley Swann, Jr., son of Gray GatLovett. won ,econd high.
ing all 100's in spelling during the lin and Warren Stanley:Swann,
lovely gifts as winnersattendance.
At tbe conclusion of *the game
entire week were: Ben Hopkins, Born March 20, 1911; died NovemA basket decorated with. pink
the hdel served a delightful salad crepe paper and lcaded
•
Saturday evening, in the gym at Ronald Thompson, Betty Roberts, ber 14, 1918"s And below is the
with gifts
Jr..
Diuguid.
Ed
legend "Of such is the kingdom
Mrlate to
was presented to the honoree.
the John
Wesley Carr
Health and Mable Colson.
of
God".
',1rs. Joe T Lovett. Mrs. J. R.
Honor roll for second grade
After the gifts were opened re- Wilding. the Student Organization
At the back end of the vault,
,urY, Mrs Ben Davis, Mrs. Nat freshments were served.
sponsored a dance. Music was by students in reading is as follows:
iyan Hughes airs. MarVin WhitBen
Hopkins. Betty Roberts, and engraved in the deep granite of the
Those present were: Mrs. Nor- LeRoy Offermares orchestra.
baselike stone, is the quotation
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., man Clapp, Mrs. George Steele.
The gym was beautifully deco- Franklin Brandon.
from the Bible: "Eye bath not
'.11-s. Chas. Hire. Mrs. J. H. Branch. Mrs. Claude Miller, Mrs. John
rated in the college colors of blue
Buc.seen nor ear heard, neither have
Mrs. E. J. Beale Mrs. H. I. hanan. Mrs. Betty Overbey.
Mrs. and gold.
entered into the mind of man the
-;edd, Mr.: R. R. Meloan. Mrs. Harvey Jamison. Mrs. Sarah
Chaperones were members of'
GarBloe'shurn.Mrs.
Clifford
things which God hath prepared
."alter
rett. Mrs. 0. C. McNutt, Miss Lucy the faculty. MariY students, t a-rnfor them that love him."
.Mto Will H. Whitnell, Lee, Miss Martha Anderson.
er students, -and -f,ti,ds - of the
Miss
We gave a Fiadlers' Contest last
The edection of the marble slabs
Ir.& Frank Albert Stubblefield, Patty Mae Overbey, Miss
Alice college were present.
Friday night and cleared .413.70. on the mausoleum required six
Ars. C. L. Sliarhorough, Mrs. Pres- Anderson, and Miss .015hus
,
Mcexpress
to
We
wish
our
appreciaat,..s Elizabeth Dum- Nutt.
weeks of effort..
1 Ordway
The Varsity "M" Club, sponsored
Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. A. F: Those sending gifts were: Mrs. a dinner Saturday' evening at 6 tion to the merchants who donated
gifts
and
to
the
parents
and
citizens
Mrs.
Swann,
THE PUBLIC VOICE
•ancey. Mn-. W. G.
Lube Thurmond, Mrs. J. T. Wallis, o'clock at the National Hotel in
1 tr,- Mrs. F. P. Inglis. Mrs. Freeman Fitts. Mrs. Freeman honor of 811' visiting lettermen of of the community as well as those
ellS .PLII-(,
•
who attended the contest and also . Vote next Tuesday! There is no
Sneak.
ridd ..Miss
Wilford, Mrs. Hilton Hughes, MrS. other years. A large number of took part in it.
ritement
.but
vete
a
will
_small
Bruce Oterbey. Mrs. H. H. -Bog- Homecoming Thoroughbreds_ were
We entered the fair at Faxori last
Tuesday night the Lions' Club gess, Miss Evelyn'Lamb, Mrs. Dick on the guest. list, and farmer stars
Friday .and were the winners of
' Mayfield oe.e a dinner at the Shell. Mrs. Frank Crass, and Mrs. of Murray Stale talked over old
$5 On rash. We won $4 for winill Hotel in hence. of Dr. James Grover James.
When You Need
times. The dinner broke up early ning- the largest number of blue
Ridunerat-or-Morray. Those at_
.• • 0 •
in order- fueoeueryone to get ready ribbons and $1, for winning .the
a Laxative
Murray
were
Mr.
Seim
..riding
Sewing Room Women Honor Miss for the -dance in 'the health build- largest number of ribbons
Thousands of men and women
exclusive
'id .Mrs. t B. stokes. Mr. W. M.
ithart On Birthday With Shower ing.
of color.
know how wise it is to take Black,
iudllbt A. Carman. Dr. J. W.
The .teachers of Outland school Draught at the first sign of constiAshcraft. Carlisle
Women of the Sewing Room of
41-r, G. C
Saturday
the
morning
Vivace
wish
to
extend
their
deepest ap- pation. They like the refreshing reatchin. W .1 Caplinger.' and Dr. the Murray WPA project honor- Music Club entertained
visiting preciation to thei,sethelents4 g
their lief it brings. They know its timely
ed Mis.s Elaine Abaft. locall proiect music majers
/Iithrnond
with its annual Club willing cooperatihri in the
use may save them from feeling
breakfast.
Instructors, • students,
Complete
We have another basketball court badly and -possibly losing time at
and graduates mingled with visit- ready for use...for _the _girls..
work from sickness brought on by
Assortment
ors and invited guests. A short deconstipation.
Everym* is invited. and . corin all
If you have to take a laxative oclightful program featured the ses.- dially 'welcome to visit our school
casionally, you can rely on
sion
following
immediately
a at any "ilme.t...
price
tasteful breakfast service.
ranges,
• • -• • •

Hospital News

SOO ET

Social Calendar

To Hold Mission
Rally in Mayfield

-

CILACSSI1.11 EID
AMERTISIA141

FOR SALE

•
Nice building location on West Olive Street. Priced
reasonable.

•

AKLEY •

tor

Musa ay
& Fri. P. aL
ars. & Sat.

Faxon High School

4

OFF

in this

1

tent Nastlist offeat the line!
nterdris3U terrifis.
Inileakt!
vacuum
se are the
he moneyf
improve;you will
>king for

in 1938.

_

Outland School News

Keep Them
WARM!

Frisky tots love the celd
%%rather ..•;.•r- 7, ;at 1".1-.EQl•et
IOT
if tlsofte
dressed
Is arm clotbee Ilse
three'
VPIECE

PRES!

Coat Sets
Coats Interlined

$3.95 and $4.95
Snow Suits
ALI. *WOOL

GINE

$2.25

"co , o
big
corny

kraal.k

karano.•••••••••••••••..
•
•

to $7.95

Princess

_THE

Mrs. Jobu Farmel

SHOP•

Mrs. John Whittle'

BALCONY (ORN .A sTIN COMPA'Ny
- -

*VW' 11141•411.
,
l•

van*.

PIE( F

air

try 712,1r,
w• ties of

•

v-4.111
•
•

BLACK-DRAUGHT
11110416-13131ATIVE-

_a__

Protect Your Health-By Having Your
Clothes Dry Cleaned Regularly_

o $59.75

Save Money at These Prices
siI

I.

PRICE LIST

A special service-is to be held
at
Methodist
Martin's .Chapel
Church Sunday, November 7. at
11 a.'m. Max Hurt. district layleadet. 'will hold this. last service
or'me -ebriferener-yenr..
All members and frirnds are invited to come.

' Men's Suits cle.aned and pressed
Mc
Men's Pants cleaned and preried
Me
Men's Hats cleaned -and blocked t
Me
Men's Overcoats cleaned and pressed _
ille
Men's Ties cleaned and pressed .
.
5e
Lestber,Lackets cleaned and pressed
75c
Ladles' Dresses (plaint cleaned and pressed
554
Ladies' Suits, waist length. cleaned and presssd
ne
Ladies' Suits. 3-4 length, cleaned and pre,,rd
50,
Ladies' (oats, plain, cleaned and preaised
toe
''''''Lltfflrer Coats, I fur trlinined, cleaned- and 'pressed 60c
Mr•TS'P
"
C".- 8-• M Meet
'
Ladles' Coats. 2 fur trimmed, cleaned and pressed Site
The wotnen of Mt. Carmel's
asdies' Dais'
25c
N.Cit'Pi Dresses
W. S. M. met at the home Of Mrs.
75c
Knit Dresses
J. H. Dunn Tuesday. October 28.
75r.
Bath Robes
for their regular program. The
Mc
program wafis•ts_
- Send it to Murray's Big Cleaning Plant

.

Devotional... Mrs. Jessie Tidwell
Roll Call. Mrs, J. Pl. Dunn.
.
''Little Things", Mrs, Elsie- Manning.
"Today", Mrs Llbyd Cunning-

. .
..
--., •••,,,... Skk•W•

Z'''•

me.
•fl p
42

1."

Luxury fur.
... and lots of it

50e
Me Me
lie
10e '
itStr--flue
ate
Ik0e
50e
Itie--:- -3
90•
35e'
85e
11.3c sec

. on every coat! Styles are
excitingly NEW . . . fabrics
include smart smcoth woolens; boucles, tweeds! New
use," of ,fur, on

BOONE CLEANERS

PHONE 234

revers
fur borders! Styles
for every, figure!

GLADYS SCOTT'S

--

s()I1-111 SIDE SQLAKK

,

_.... ...
..„...,,
'S..

p9cItels . . .

plastrons . . .- ripple collars

.

.
......:%,,.......1t
.
.
eautigipt

$10-

-

<

'..,tver . Societhe Ma;ld 'Presbytery
will Meet at North Pleasant Grove
Sunda-2'; --OctobOT' 31,' for the regular fifty Sunday rally. There
will be art anodise program. All
Sunday Schwls of the Presbtery
and young people are invited to
.
attend.
• s'▪ • •
Max Hurt To Hold Special
Last Service.

.

•

the-Classified- Colinas&

-Foaikeaver-Tsealaty---Rally Sqnday

.
.
......,..... ...,
..,,•
.

..

.
.

.

.
..

.

.

resaperese

•
•

SHOP
DRgA
i

-•:••••••
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g People of
TIGERS TO OPPOSE Youn
Memorial Church
FULTON TONIGHT
Form Auxiliary

Mrs. Lena
_TUST JOTS Dies This Haley
Morning
gur
By John

40••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
MURRAY-UNION TICKETS
ON SALE AT SLEDD'S

Organize Lynn
Groye P.-TA,..I

Livestock

1 Land Sales Splurge
in Faxon Community

e----Lane.•'sales were prominent in
EAST ST. LOUIS, III.. Oct. 27-Mrs. Leland Owen and Mrs. ,The
The Young People of the Memroach Ty Holland's Men Are In
during tH•
Baker met with a group of, Lynn Hogs 8.000; 1,000 direct; active to the
orial Baptist Church met SunReadiness. Although Injuries
Senator Barkley in his Newark.
Grove patrons and teachers Tues- all interests: steady to 10c high- last week. Raymond Phelps o
day
evening
in the congregation New Jersey. address last Friday
Keep Stars Out
day afternoon at three o'clock and er than average Tuesday; top 9.35; a 47,2 acre tract of land Li Artt, .
hall of the new church building spoke
•
organized a Parent-Teaches As- bulk 140-250 lbs. 9.15sr9.25; packer ittrgia. and in. Aura, bought
A truth when he said.
orgainzed Young
- The _Murray High School Tigers and
People's "America must find Nome way of
sociation. The followmg officers top 9.15; 250-310 lbs. 9 00si 9.15; 100- father's place. a 65 acrek plot,
will meet the Bulldogs of Fulton Auxiliary for. the _purpose of ._pi .- employi
were elected:
130 lbs. 8.75,o9.00; sows 8.00-8.25. cording to Clyde Phelps', Fax !.
ng all cf the people- three
idigh School tonight at 7:30 o'clock mulgaling an interest in the Bible quarters of the
executo
r
of
the
late T. A. MO Mrs. Fleetwood .Crourh, presitime rather. than
Cattle 4.000; calves 2,000'. 750 estate. T.. A.
on the Murray high schOol field and to study certain Biblical texts three quarters of the people
Ffielps was his
dent; Mrs. B. C. Swann. vice-presi- through slow on
all the
steers; a light
iltstead of Friday night as was in relation to everyday hying.
:. • •i
rat"..-•
time and let one quarter remain
dent; Miss Ann Herron. secretar
y; supply ••-of natives and western; In .451..1011.
John
a-oemer
whettotect to.,ording
Miss Modell Millar, treasurer: - bolls 26e tower top 8.25; yealers
State
an .announcement by Coach Ty.
College. was elected pres
He declared that there is not
'Rayniond Hargrove sold 43 aci-The following committee chair- 25c higher top 1025:
mixed yearldent of the group: Harold Far)ey. going to be
!Tolland today.
men were elected:
war in Europe for a
ings and- heifers 5.001/7.50; beef to George Willoughby, of
The playing of the game Thurs- vice-president: Robbie Clark. sec- long- time, and said
Faxon, and in turn bought a rathMrs. ?Int Harris, program chair- cows 4.5011 6.50; cutter grades
there was no
2.75 large
day night rather than the original retary; and Virginia Williams. good reason for
man: Mrs. Clifton Key, member- 11.4.08;4aominal range steers
traet of land from Sas G.
the little slump
504: for
6
date will be done, he said. . for treasurer.
Miss Rubye -Carolyn in the stock market. -ship;
a satisfactory consideratio,:
Mrs. Miller
McReynolds, 18.5Ce heifers 5.0057 13.00.
the convenience of the fans want- Wilson and
Ocie Mae Owen
Western ..Kentucky ahould , be
finapce; Miss Dulcie Swann. pubmg to journey to Dyersburg for are leaders of the program com- proud of its favorite
licity.
son and the
the Murray State-Union University mittee,
prominent place he -exercises in
The organization will meet on
The Bible study group will meet national. affairs.
grone to be played there Friday
the first Thurs
'aT--"IltiFe... o'clock.
Mrs. Crouch
Although emerging from the the Memorial Baptist/ hurch every
the Independence Methodist
Members of 'the .„Woodmen . of urges that every patron join the
The Calloway County Fair arid Church, where
scoreless game with Marion with Sunday evening. /7
she was a devoted the World- Camp at
associat
ion
as
sJon
as
the
_Mayfiel
bard
possible.
d anof directors are to be Find a loyal member.
no injuries. the Tiger squad will
nounced this week that another
congratulated. It was a very sucstill be hampered by the absence
The Rev. H. P. Blankenship will fine district'
Meeting of Woodmen
cessful event which all enjoyed conduct the funeral
of Puckett. star linesman. whose
services at Mc- of the Purchase will
very much. With this year's suc- Daniel
be held in the
injuries received in a recent game
Cemetery Friday
afterspacious Lodge Hall at Mayfield
cessful fair. history, it should urge noon
will keep him from taking part
at 1 o'clock. Burial will be on Friday night,
us to try for a greater one next
November 5.
ih the melee tonight.
in the McDaniel Cemetery.
Holland
The Mayfield Camp will be host
year. Your editor enjoyed it very
By Frances Fuqua
' said that McNutt. first string cenPatients admitted to the Clinic
to
the
visiting
A
carrips and a fine Hospital this
large crowd attended the free much as it gave him an opportunter, may not see service in thez
week are as follows:
program
isprogram
being
planned
ity
last
Friday night.
to get acquainted with 'many
by the
We
Fulton conflict because of illness.
Mrs. Sam Flowers, Murray; Mrs.
local
committ
hope
under
ee
every
M
the
the
one
enjoyed
farmers
leaderthemselves
of the county. And
and the coach. indicated he may
Gayle , Thompson, Murray; Roy
ship of Judgoselect W. H. Crowder, Weatherl
and will continue toming to our don't forget he would like to rne4:7
•
not even dress.
y, Murray; Mrs. Eslie
WHAT'S TIIE NEWS?
•••
Jr.,
and
A.4'.
programs
Wilson.
everyon
.
The
special
e
of
Presence
you
repof
personal
all
ly. You're
Both the Murray Tigers and the
Johnson, Murray; Bobbie Lassiter,
reserilativ/ for WOW in Mayfield.
welcome to drop into the Ledger
Mr.
Cruoch
. -Polton Bulldogs have beaten MF- were appreciated.
publicis
Murray; Cobbie Lee, Murray: Heza,
spirited young _man with - a-A large class of candidates will zie
We are expecting a- large crowd
Times Office anytime.
The City of Murray has been untiopolis by close margins, and dope
Wells
Murray; Guthrie fine record of .public service. Is:genui
• 11 • • •
ng4 interested in_
Mao ing Vine Street between 6th_ reeeive the Protection Degree of Churchill,
Wciald indicate the .battle tonight- to. attend "The Fiddlers' Contest"
-Murray; Charles Mcraft. All Officers will be Clain,
And with good farm prices; there 'and 8th-This -w-eek New grade and
Righ School Fri'ilI be a fight to the finish. A at -Chide-niter
Murray; Leon Winchester, the success. of the- Calloway County School System from
drain
and
a
new
surface
gravel
of
tied
day
is
in
0
night.
new
real
robes and the Murray; Dave West.
October Mt All musijoy in_working and prolarge out-of-town crowd, is expectMurray: Gene
makes -this street much improved. in,tiation will be inspirational
cians are cordially invited. The ducing more.
and Fowler. Murray; Lacy Downey the standpoint of the Patron, the Teacher and the School
And remember,
ed.
, Child.
impressi
ve.
program
only
of
those
the
night
who
has
get
been
joy out of their
Coach Holland will start the folMurray; Willie Johnson, Murray.
The College Boulevard is getting '
The.
well
hundred
work
arranged
s
know
of
and
Woodme
bills
what
n
are
being
who
real
lowing lineup: Mahan. LE: Oakhappiness its final work this week Workmen'
Patients disi% sled
from
He has already been proven.
is. No one loves a loafer.
are topping the'space that was not attend the district meetings at Clinic Hospital this week: t he
•
ley, LT: Huie. LG; Hart. C: Far- given out.- See one at once.
• • • •-•
Mayfield will look forward with
-.Casnat
surfaced
.
Vote
when
aalty
for him and you will make no mistake: ^
this
Day
street
•
was/reRG:
Crider.
Roy
iii
Knight, Knight; William
RT: Gardzier: RE;
And no matter what vocation cently opened. Lack of material eagerness to the fun that the Inman, Danville
Cutchln. QB: Jones. HEL Ginglars.- -Mr.-Hurt- -haa--made--hag-- -selec, -Cobbie . Lee,
tions troth the intermediate grades anyone is in. -there are always was the :cause of this short space splendid "Slde--degree" team of Murray.
1113, and-Buchanan. FS.
Mayfield always provides' and all
for the-ones he intends to enter in 'leaders. • whether, they •be .farm- not being finished sooner.
are invited to be on hand again
community. day. They-are as era,. business •meti•
• leacberse,
A model. illustrating_the yorloya
or so- - The
-wall of Dale &. Stub- for this
_
cial workers. But who is the real blefieldwest
Special occasion.
Iterations of the Columbia River
on North 5th street, is resalmon fishing 'industry, is plan-17iiiTitla grade spelling. Violet G. leader-slistinguished men are hard ceiving •a coat of plaster this week
grade
spelling, to find in a crowd because they This will makb the ,•61d brick wall
ned Lir the 1939 Golden Gate In- Rodgers: sotth
usually look so undistinguiahed- look much differe
as well as be
ternational Exposition at Bari-Fran- Lowell Adams.
Solo. Cody Adams: duet. Dorothy Pretender§ are not the .ones who warmer for the ccupants of the
cisco
make, the wheels go around. It's building.
Carter and Cody Adams
/
F.toys softball throwing. J. T. the unassuming man or womao
H. I. Sledd/ has begun his new
throwing. who-gets - things done. and dots home on Fitiplar street
this week
not seek' personal, praipraisewho
Anna Fay MAIMS.
Clayburn datwa is sonstructing
Miss Elaine Ahart, supervisor of
Broad jump and reading en- the distinguished leader, and de- new honyt
OritteTersah street
the -WPA sewing project in Murtrants were *elected Tuesday.
serves- ooursilent .braise. •
ray, said today that the county had
.Besides'numerous entries in agriis a matter of inters
•• •
purchased 1.000 yards of domestic,
culture, there will be. a complete
And did you ever stop to think
pretation and in keep500 yards of print. 500 yards of
h,_ushold division.
-it's
the
fellow
shirting.
who"
and 500 yards of outing
hag uith our reputaneedsadvice
himiselr_who hands it out to everyto be used by the unit in making
tion for rigid adherThe primary honor hall for this body.
clothing supplies for the needy
100 Pounds
month is as follows:
- 100 Pounds
UM, to our wan prothis winter. Miss Ahart said the
First
grade
Jean
Darnell.
..June
A
wise man studies others ;So
fessional standards. se
group will make dresses, undergarAdams. Doris Enoch. Bobby Gene that he can
• $1.45
-learn from their ,usments, shirts, and sleeping clothes
choose
$1.99
to interpret
Wilson. Nettie Jo Haneline: second takes and at
Mrs. Warren Stanley Swoon
their expense./
from-the- - materials,
"complete service- as
will
grade. CSarles Rob Adams: third
address the convention of
• •• • • •
Miss Lorena Demp9ter, assist100 Pounds
get_ the Kentucky Home Economies
grade. Robbie Lee Easley. Harold
100 Pounds
meaning
One of the best ways/to
"everything
ant district supervisor from Madi, I.loyd Darnell. bettie Jo C.chran. most out of
Association at 1:30 Saturday
life IS to loot upon it
sonville.
regardless of price."
visited
the project Mon' Maedean
afternoon. it the chapel of the
Yates; - fourth
$1."
grade. as an 'adventure . .
day, and was present with - Miss
Dorothy
administration building of MurMae Morgan. Rebecca turesome spirit that It's the venAhart
to
greet
.leads
the
to
state WPA indisYoungbl
ray
State
ood.
College
.on
Bernice
the
subEasley.
covery,
BobOf course the cost is
and success.,' But to take
spection tour delegates Mo
Pet or C. Club
- .e Rodgers
ject. -Life Abroad", it was ana foolhardy. dare
afternoon. Slate Senator T. 0.
determined by
not common
your
naunced here this morning.
3 Tall or 6 Small Cans
sense.
We,
can
Turner. was also on hand to welventuresome
1 Tall can
!twice of appointments.
Immediately
after
Mrs
•Licensed to Wed
come the visitors, as also was
;
. and yet praeticaf
Swann's addres-S. Margaret More•
• ••
6 Pounds
Mayor Foreman Graham.
YELL
OW
LAUNDRY
And nothing tarns- out right un- how. of New York City, in
The county court Clerk ntsued
The project had on display men's
Sincerely,
charge of the Textile -Education
garments, which was its unit of
marriage licenses to the follOiving til someone makes • it his job to
Bureau, will be in charge of a
Bars
does. That's why we
work at that time. .The delegapersons during the week;
fashion ye
vue, in stead of Miss
.
era in our churches , to
tion expressed its deep gratifisaThe
Standa
Johnnie B Phillips. 38. Murray,
rd Pack
Winegar as prevumsly. announce
AVONDALE BRAND
their 'program is r-arried
WM at fliat It termed the splento Rudelle Bryant, 29.. Murray.-- .gd. after which.a'be- dorJ. H. Churchill
3 No. 2 cans
Full No.- 2 can -appearance and industry Of
economi
cs graduate. Mrs. Leone' the
5 • • • •
Harry Jeffrey. 18. 'Murray. to
Funeral Home
sewing unit.
•
Rutledie Careoll, Hatrington.
Afar-a tiler good thooght is to
Dorothy Wilkinson. 16 Murray.
24-16. sack
Ill.. will speak on "Vocational
Telephone 7
Lyon's Best
Spencer Yates, 21, Paducah. toi,aft out 'of debt and • stay out of
C. Club Qnc Avondale H. Wheat eCe
Opportunities".
M
e Lou Howard,- 21, Calvert debt. 1 irThen we will all be
Murray. Ky.
24-lb. sack
All_visitors are then invited to
24 lbs. OU or Boka Soft Wheat lid
friendi
City
_
a tea at the home demonAra.• • • • •
9.
tion house on the college cam',ad speaking or friends let's not
pus.
• rget Mir home coming program.
:.ef's continue to ask our friends
c.:rite and visit us in Murray.
,nd . see what a fine Christia
n
---.rnunity we do. have.
Local fans that plan to follow
Mrs. Lena Haley, 32. died of
the Murray Tholoughbreds to
•
Dyersburg for their game with
meningitis at 1 o'clock •this mornUni:•n University Friday night,
ing at the William Mason MemOctober 29 itOmorrow night)
orial Hospital after an illness that can secure
their tickets down
had extended f.t• two , months. town at Sledd's store until FriShe .was
reildent of the Inde= day noon.
The game will begin at 7:45.
pendence Community.
- Dyersburg has made plans for a
Her husband, Charles W. Haley, large crowd of fans both from
survives her, in adaition to a -Murray and Jackson'.
If you're going-get your tickson. Joe -Rob Haley, a daughter.
ets here-at Sledd's, price 75c.
Charline Haley. her father and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. ,J A. chap- 414104.414104041•11141041414141
man. of Dexter.• and two staters.
Mrs. Mat:is Jones- airdiMiss 'Myrtle
Chapman.

Fa birtehromunity

Woodmen to Hold
Mee

Coldwater Junior
/nigh. School

-VOTE FOR-

Clinic Hospital Notes

1

Your Business

F. B. CROUCH for one of
the three new members of the
COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
Next Tuesday, November 2, 1937

.

Friends of Fleetwood Crouch

Comity Purchases
Cloth For Local
Sowing Project

ConiPlite
Service

OGER'S

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

O

rs. Swann Will
Speak at College
on "Life Abroad"

i

SHORTS

BRAN
MILK

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledge;
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

1atti

Tolley & Carson
FOOD MARKET

•••

•

THE BEST FOOD FOR LESS MONEY
10 lbs. Jersey Cream Meal
20c
No. 2 can Red Robe Cherries
15c
Grapefruit Juice, No. 2 can
Topmost, 2 cans for , ...
25c
Campbell's Tomato- Juice, 50-oz. can 23c
Campbell's Tomato Juice,
14-oz. can, 3 for
25c
Vegetable and Tomato Soup, Pork and
Beans, Green Beans, Hominy - Per can 5c; dozen cans
55c
Extra large Dill Pickles;6 for
25c
Hominy Grits
.. 10c
Dates, 1V2 lb. pkg., extra fancy . . . . 25c
Red Robe Ketchup, 14-oz. bottle,
2 Tor
23c
Krafts Macaroni and Cheese Dinner 19c
pkgs.- . . 25c
Clorox
.
14c
Stove Pipes, 2 for
25c
Shovels, heavy, good quality
15c
Large Wash Pans
15c
Heavy Mops
25c
CoaL.4.14ed-sr38c
Popcorn Poppers, half gal. site,
slide tops
25c
Pork Sausage
18c
Pork Link Sausage, fiale lb. pkg:
18c
Arniours Branded Beeft-Veal, Lamb,
Fresh Oysters, Chili Bricks, Cheese
PAY 27c dozen in trade for EGGS
WE DELIVER

CALL 37'

Baptist Students
to Go to Fulton
The Southwestern Regional Bap'Ist•Training Union Convention will
eet with the
Fulton
Baptist
'hurch in Fulton Fridhy ancloSat.rday of this week.
Fltinald W. Churchill, president
:•,e Southwestern- Region which of
is
,ri'lloced of _Blood River- Graves
ounty, West Kentucky,,and West
l -nicin Associations, will be in
narge: The Rev, Woodrthe Fuller
psator of the entektaiiiing
church.
e theme of the convention will
"Be Ye Doers of the Word."

a Pays to Resit the CLustfiras.

Country Woman
'And Doctor Get
Building 'Samples

Demonstration samples of forhide enamel and brush given away
by- the Calloway County Lumber
Company at ,,,the county fair last
Fridaytand Saturday were received.
by Mrs. •Frocie Boggess. of • Murray-route-4. and Dr:
-211dier.
of the Mason Hospital staff, respectively. the lumber corporation announced today.
Demonstrations in new building
appliances and materialt were features of the show put on by the
isimbercon t

r.--1),

SWANN'S GROCERY
24-PHONES-25
EgyaDvaimats,d

.

3 lb. can

CRISCO

6°

1 lb can

23c

GET BLANKS ON CONTEST

2
Old Virginia Dried Apples, lb.
.....
10c
Red Delicious Apples, gallon
10c or 15€
I Yellow Delicious Fancy Apples,..dozen.. 15c or 20c
Red Gano Apples, good cooking, gaHon
10c
Large Florida Grapefruit
sc
Large Florida Oranges, dozen.
30c
'50-1b. can Pure Lord
$6.45
4-16. carton Pure 'Lard
.....-.....
. ..60c
, 2-lb. jar Peanut Butter
23c
Half bushel Cream Meal
45c
Food Craft Cocoa, lb. 10c; 2 lbs.
15c
. 10-14as..Fancy Now York Cribbage -- 20c
Red Cross Macaroni or Spaghetti, 5c; lb. size-.
10c
Jowl Meat, white, lb. *
16c
Smoked' Jowl Meat, lb. ,
18c
Want to Trade 10,or 12 buckets Red or White
ofTra.ncy Sorghum.
Van Camp's Fancy Spaghetti,,10c an
5c
_
.

Dear Voters of the City
of Murray: -- November 2 is an important date
to every citizen of Murray, for it
is then that you have the privilege
of going to the polls and participating in the selection of those who
will serve as your public servants..
, It is my desire to serve you dillii&uiyIn Aids rapacity-your City
Judge. In your choosing me for
this important post, I shall always
be grateful-grateful to the extent
that I shall devote my thine and energy to the faithful administration
of the affairs and duties of the office, as well as my appreciation for
the bestowed honor.
Since August I have endeavored
to see again all the voters, and if
I have failed to see you personally.
please consider this as a final appeal for your support and influence. I shall never forget your
kindness and encouragement thruout my campaign.
You have only a taw days left
until this campaign will come to
a close If you believe me capable,
deserving and sincere in my appeal
to serve you as City Judge I earnestly aqilelt yen to go 45 tba pods
Tuesday. November 2, and vote far

ETHAN IRAN

HEN FEED

LAYING MASH
20c MILNUT

RICE
PEAS

25c SOAP
25`

FLOUR

99c

COFFEE, Spotlight Jewel,
3-lb. bag
58c
French, lb.
23c
Country Club, lb.
29c
McKenzie BUCKWHEAT
• FLOUR, 3 3-4 lb. sack 29c
C. Club PUMPKIN,
3 No. 2 1-2 cans
25c
CABBAGE, Fresh Firm
Heads, 50 lbs.,
75c
PEANUT BUTTER
Embassy, 23 oz. Jar,
23c
SUGAR, Pure Cane
10 Pounds,
50c

10

5c

25`

10c

PEARS, C. Club, Large
No. 2 172 Can,
.
16 oz. Can,

17s.
10c

Sunshine

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
3, No. 2 Cans,
Tree

25c

Sweet

LEMON JUICE,2 Cans, 25c
Lat. Club, and Rooky River

BEVERAGES
3, 24 Oz. Bottles,

19c

Plus Small Deposit on Bottles

LUX SOAP, 4 Bars,
25c
LUX 'FLAKES, Lg. Bx., 23c
Small Box,
9c

2 POUNDS
PURE HOG LARD
25c
•
Sugar Cured, Half or Whole
BREAKFAST BACON
Pound 30c_
BOLOGNA, Large,
Pound,
15c
BEEF STEAK, lb., . . . . 19c
ESH PORK BRAINS,
Pound,
15c
BACON SQUARES, Sugar
Cured, Pound,
22c

BEEF ROAST, Branded
Pound,
15c
OLEO BUTTER, Pure and
Swiset, 2 lbs., .
-- 25e
SALT MEAT, White,,
Potind,
15c
HAMBURGER,2 lbs., - 23c

5-DOZEN SIZE
HEAD
•5c
LETTUCE
Texas
Seedless
80 Size
6 for 25c
GRAPEFRUIT
DOZEN
FLORIDA ORANGES 216- 252
23c
QUART
CRANBERRIES
15c
FRESH COCOANUTS
2 for
15c
FANCY BOX JONATHAN
Dozen
1 Cc
APPLES
All Kinds, Eatinireeed Cooking
Size

MURRAY HI VS. FULT.ON, Thursd
ay Night, 7:30
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SECTION TWO
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 28, 1937

Home Economics Association RED CROSS ROLL
To Meet at Murray College CALL WILL BEGIN
1
4
—

MISS DIXIE STONE,
MURRAY, IS STATE
RESIDENT OF CLUB

To Speak at Home
Economics Meet

s of the
,TJON
1937
_man with
intnrested iA
System ft-to
id the Sell,

tire;

respondoota and It:mai- advertisers who got their copy In by
Monday:—

Murray Organization Already is Making Plans
for Membership Quota
CIVIC GROUPS TO
AID IN CAMPAIGN

Group Will Convene Friday
and Saturday of This
Week

CH

HONOR ROLL

N NOVEMBER

1
!-

Rev. J. Mack Jenkins
Ky.-Tenn. Light & Power Co.
Churchill Funeral Home
H. B. Bailey
Well,s 01, C.-al Lo.
Gilbert-Dorars. s
Murray Lumber Co.
East Pine Bluff
Murray Con. Coal & Ice Co.
Calloway Lumber Co.
Murray Milk Products Co.
W. S. Fitts & Son
South Pleasant Grove
Sycamore Center News
Ppryear Route 3
Freeland News
Cedar Knob
Church of Christ
New Concoed School
Faxon School
Lynn Grove School
Boone -Cleaners
Ezt Shannon School Nests
Iliiute 2
C 'liege Locals
Eagle
Dexter News
Capitol Theatre

The roll call of the American
Red Cross will be held this year
from November 11 to November
MANY ARE LISTED
25, a Washington news dispatch
TO GIVE ADDRESSES
said today, but work already has
started in Kentucky and Calloway
The Kentucky Home Economics
. county, with many_ distriet meet'Association .will hold its annual
ings already held in furtherance of
fall meeting Friday and Saturday
organization for the -aetual
of this week on the campus of
call which will end NovemSier 25.
Murray State College. Miss Ruth
starting on Armistice'Day.
--Dix, Richmond, Ky., president of,
In -recent years, the Washington
the association. announced today.
report says. no state in the Union,
One of the chief speakers on the
perhaps. in proportion to popula2-day program will be W. M.
tion. has ever been better locked
Landess. assistant director of Agafter in -times of stress than has
ricultural Relations Department of F.
Kentucky. The Red Cross is the
the Tennessee Valley Authority,'
only organization ready to act at
Knoxville. Tenn. His subject will
a minute's notice in - ease of
be "Team - Work." emergencies, because of its army
W. N. LANDEbS
Other. listed on the progrihn inof volunteers, its nurses, its phyclude: Florence Mann, home ecosicians, and the only organization
General
Supnomist_of the
Electric
in America which can command
rporation. Louisville; Dr. He was forrnirly county agent of so large a body of unpaid workers
Herbert- Drennan. head of the Shelby, and Hamilton counties in as was called into service in KenRobert S. 'Duck" Jones, promiMurray College English depart- Tennessee.
tucky during the flood last winnent resident of Murray and opement: Ellen Pennell, home editer, the worst disaster that has hit
tor of, the Country Home Magarator of Jones Drug Co., was electKentucky in many years.
zine, New York; Gladys Winegar.
Some idea of the magnitude of ed as a member of the board of
Textiles Education Bureau, New
the flood problem., in. Kentucky directors of
the Kentucky Mers
York: Iitrs.. Leone .Rutledge Caralunet—and the Red_ Cross helped in
roll, Jewel Homemakers Institute,
all the flooded. states—the report chants Association at that body's
Barrington. Ill.; and a speaker
This week ends four months GS discloses. may be gained from the annual Meet Tuesday at the Brown
selected from Murray.
our school, and as this is test figures showing what was spent
Miss Evelyn Slater, acting head week we wilt•all be looking' for- in Kentucky by the Red Cross in Hotel in Louisville; it was anof the home economics depart- ward to getting our report cards. rescue, rehabilitation work, nursing nounced here today.
ment at Murray State, has. charge
Other. membess of the board .of
Our attendance for tile :est two and sanitation as a result of the
of arrangement for entertaining weeks has been excellent.
We greatest flood in the history of the
.the visiting delegations. Miss Dixie are striving to see which one will Ohio River Valley; The total of directors are George J. Runge, Jr.,
Paducah; Charles Rhodes, PaduStone. Winchester. Ky-, senior of receive the Most gold stars.
Red Cross expenditures in Kencah; W. L. Lynch, Bardwell; _V.
Murray and president of the State
Doris Culver was absent a few tucky on account of the flsod. exStudent Home Economics Clubs. days last week on account of ill- clusive of employed relief workers B. Alexander, Cadiz; H. M. Vance,'
said today that the student groups ness. Whooping cough has . kept and field supervision, was $9,241,- Clinton; J. Ray Graham, Fulton;
would have their ineetinis at the several out of school. But most 500, according to a recent sum-, E. Dobson, Hickman, W. W. Gardsame time here. High School and all are back in school now
ner, Hopkinsville; E. i.7orehead,
Mary.
,
college students are members cf
Ministers of all the churches in Mayfield; and Ted Frazer, Marion:
Visitors last week were Mrs.
this organizations..
Kentucky.'as in •former years, are
The high executives of the AsThe program' for the Kentucky Lola Jones and Miss Mary Opal expected to aid in the annual roll
sociation- as elected by the memWe are always glad to
Hume Economics Association, fol- Jones.
call for 1937. Some of the lead- bers are James W. Smith,
Camphave visitors.
- lows: '
ing stores and, other newspaper ad- bellsville druggist,
president, sucWe regret very much to see one
Friday-6:39 p. m.. Benquet in
vertisers will use a part of their
ceeding Conrad Mai-avers SherpBitile,
Wells Hall: Greetings, Dr. Her- of our students, Walla
space to urge general joining of
bert Di ennon; "Team Work," IV. move to Murray.
the American Red Cross, Ms's. Bea erdsville, who became chairman
We are glad to have our new
M. Lawless: Social Hour.
Meibigin, local Red Cross secretary, of the board of directors; Frank L.,
Lanz, Elizabethtown.
vicq-prisiBusinesi student, Mary Nell Haley, who has made known recently.
Saturday-9 a.
m.,
Meeting. "Living with Electricity, been attending school at Dexter.
In a meeting in Red Cross head- dent; Shirley E. Haas. Louisville,
a
There
school
will
program
be
rlorence Mann: 4Leisure Time Acquarters Tuesday. Mrs. Melugin treasurer; Uncas Peacock, Louis-tivities for the Rural Child." El- here next Friday • night, *October with several of her advisers, dis- ville. secretary; and Mrs. Ruth Gilwills.consixt
The
program
of_
address.
eussed the advisabiTlf-'of°Vsour- bert. Iscastavtlie.- -Reid ----seeretarys some approaches
by Murray speaker; Fashion Re- dialogues, speeches, and
in the annual Roll Call, The latter three were reelected.'
vue. Gladys Winegar; "Vocational musical numbers. Everyone is in- the drive for which will be begun
Mr. Jones, a member of the city
Opportunities for the Home Eco- vited. Admission free.
soon. The organization plans to council
of Murray, has
many
nomics Graduate." Mrs. Leone Rutoperate through the civic clubs of friends in
Murray and in CalloMurray
ledge Carroll: Tea by
Murray
and
the
churches
of the way county.
The 1939 Golden Gate InternaA
vigorous
worker.
Home Management Students.
tional Exposition, travel, experts county.
an industrious sales personality, a
Mr. lendess attended the. Unibelieve, will bring about the greatlikeable
person
.and
a
sympathetic
University
of
Tennessee.
of
versity
Missouri, and Cornell before _be- est westward surge of visitors in
supporter of worthy community
CHURCH OF CHRIST
cemins connected with the TVA. history. s
ends, Jones hag- done much for
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45, the benefit of the peoplp of Muipreaching at 1:50 and 7:00 o'clock. ray and .Callowat county.
Week day services: Prayer meeting 7:00 p. m.: Young People's Lump Sum Payments
Bible class Thursday 7:00 p. m. and
Under Social Security
Bible class for ladies Friday 2:30
Are Now Av.ailable
p. in.
"The Parable of the Tares" will
Many persons in the Paducah
be discussed. at the morning worship.
-The
First
Miraculous area who tu'e entitled to lump-sum
Draught of' Fishes" will be the payments under the social security
act have failed to claim the money
subject at the evening- service.
There will bt a 40 minute song due them, it was said today by S.
pgisctice at the clese„cd prism E. Stratton, manager of the oldmeeting Wednesday night. Let us age insurance bureau office in
"Sing and make melody in our the Weille
TELEPHONE 3555
"Early .thla year the field rehearts unto the Lord."
search section of the social seC. - L. Francis. minister
curity board estimated that during the calendar year there would
Z./
be about 400 claims for lump-sum
payments filed
in the district
served by the Paducah • office."
Mr. Stratton said.
So far only six claims have been
filed, indicating that some 394
other 'persona who were expected
to seek these lump-sum payments
before the end of 1937 still must
do so although the year is nearing
its end.
Any person who has
been employed in an occupation
included in the social security
coverage is entitled to a lump-sus
payment if he has reached the ag,
of 65 this year. Mr. Stratton added.
Similar claims may be made in
behalf of all persons Who have
died Was year after working in
coVered employments.
Reports from the Social Security •
Deardsiw-lalereforfe-todiryTrtite
-"—
that the board had authorized a
Heavy
grant of $58.896.17 to Kentucky to
BLANKETS
carry on the work of its unemployment compensation commission
during the final quarter of 1937;
This brings to • date grants to
the Kentucky Commission of $213,562.32. ,Under the Social Security
Men's 16'-lb. Steam'
Act the Federal Government pays
Men's and -Bo ,
_SPECIAL FRIDAY and
the administrative expenses of unShrunk
SATURDAY
employment compensation plans
now in operation in every state
Heavy S-ounce
and territory in the union.

Robert S. Jones Is
Made Director of
State Merchant4

•

2rouch

Brooks Chapel School
News

)Pounds

)Pounds

5c'
an

25c
10c
lb. sack

1"-at 65c
17s,„
10c

TIMES

Create Maximum Impression at One Cost by Advertising in the Newspaper
Nearly Everybody Reads.

Volume CV; No. 43

defense of the careless ThoroughMurray Runs Wild to Down
breds. Landrum reeled dff a first
down on the Thoroughbreds' 5yard line, but in four line plunges
Choctaws in Homecoming 43-0 the
Mississippians had lost two

•
•
Jasper is Stiur Of Game With was 7-0. H ti went
game on an injury.
Two of Team's
• The Thoroughbreds
Touchdowns

MURRAY HIGH TIES
MARION HERE 0-0

Thorhbreds took
and the
• all and began
aTeli that
Lund them deep in Misaisippi ter- More Than 1.000 Persons
Brilliant Defensive
Mory when the game ended.
Game
McRaven, flashing Murray back
and satellite of Murray s other
The Murray High School Tigers
games this year, did not get into(and the Marion Blue Terrors from
the _Jame because suj a staAne,ittseelse tenets betrisd- tr. a
ankle he received ih the game last isles.s
- - -n the high school
week. with Middle Tennessee. Love,
field Friday night in a Little Sixstellar pass receiver Trom Danville,
Conference
teen
game. More than
did not even dress, result of an 1,000 persons
braved a chilling
injured Ian.
northwest wind to view the conNext r nosy night. the Racers flict.
journey to Dyersburg. Tenn., tp
Murray never threatened the
take on their cld rivals from Union Marion goal line, and the Terrors
University. The game begins at 8 struck terror -only once when they
o'clock.
penetrated to the Tiger lsyard
Murray
Pos.
Mississippi line before they were stopped on
downs.
Murray never got beyond
Bland
LE
F. Green
Gudauskas
LT
Henderson the Terrors' 20-yard line. ,
Cutchin was
outstansing
Neese
for
LG
McGehee
Hardin
C.
Cross Murray. and Easley bore up his
Cochran
RG
Smith reputation as a constant. threat for
Derusho
s -AT
H-. Jaelcsoni Marian. , Neither . team was reDelbert
RE
B. Jackson. sponsible. for e completed Pass.
Thompson
QB
Hitt Miu-ray
Mar:on
Pos.
Yarbrough
LB
Fortenberry Mahan
Van Pelt
LE
Fowler
RH
Landrum Oakley •
T. Johnson
LT
Mitchell '
FB
Stewart Huie
Woodall
LG "
McConnell
Substitutes: Muralsy—Beale, Al- McNutt
C
lison, Brandeis. Cracfdock. Hurlan- Farris
Mackey
RG
der, Applegate, Atwell, Goodman, Crider
D Johnson
RT
Saunders, Brown, Spaulding, Jas- Gardner
Tabor
RE
pers Jenes, Morels,- Travis
Smith:- Cat-chin
- QB
Mississippi—Mader. Watts. New- Jones "
Lynn
,
LH
some, Stephens, Walker, Holland, Gingles
Hamilton
RH
Cortright, Schmaltz, Montgomery. Buchanan
Easley
FR
Reeves, Weems, Henderson. ScorSubstitutes: Murray — Mahan.
ing: Murray. touchdowsks, - Jasper Marion—McDaniel, Hill, B. Travis.
12).
Atwell. Beale. Spaulding.
Officials—Hale
Rice), referee:
Bland. Field goal. Deibert place- Powell 'Abilene). headlinesrnan;
ment): Conversions, Deibert, Jas- Sledd (Murray), umpire. .
per 12), Spaulding. . Officials: Referee. Lloyd; umpire, Worrell: headAnimated displays of national
linesman, Thaxton; Field Judge, parks and other western scenic-features will 'fill the Vacationland
Toombs.
palace of the 1939 Golden Gate
International Exposition on San
It rays to Read Ike domineers
Francisco Bay.
ards

out—Of the

wasted no
time getting started in the second
hatf. Gudauskas recovered LanAn astounding
passing attack drum's fumble of a lateral on the
luppiimented_h_y s tremendous Chittcla.ws.' sal and after Beale
and Delbert failed to penetrate
power enabled the Thoroughbreds the
line, Deibert kicked a field
of Murray State College to run goal from the MissisiipPiahS' 16,
through the Choctaws of Missis- The score was 10-0.- Murray. took
sippi College 43-0 in the college a first down on Mississippi's 15
stadium Saturday afternoon before as Beale's long pass to Delbert
was ruled good on intereference by
a Homecoming crowd of 5.000.
The Racehorses started slowly, Landrum. Seven yards on three
all that Yarbrough and
forged to the front in the second plays was
Beale could get. but a lateral to
quarter, increased the gap in the
from
Yarbrough confused
Beale
third period, and galloped the the defense and the speedy
Texan
final stanza, in a burst of speed crossed the goal line - standing up.
The remainder of the game
left the crippled Choctaws comserved but as a sample to Homepletely bewildered.
comers of . Murray's bewildering
Led by their brilliant triple- strength.
Jasper smashed__ over
threat bads- Joel Hitt, the Visitors from the 11-yard line through the
put up a -stiff' battle at the start center of Mississippi's line on
and early in the second quarter straight power that carried four
penetrated to the Murray 3-yard of the visitors with him. Spauldstripe where the big Blue and ing 'intercepted LandruMS pars and
Gold forwards held. Both teams dashed 60 yards behind perfect
fumbled frequently in the first blocking for the next touchdown.
half, the Racehorses more alert on Five plays on the part of the
recovering. Each was gambling Thoroughbreds carried the ball
with forwards and laterals and the over for the third touchdown of
tide of battle changed quickly the period, Bland taking a pass
from Finley for the final 21 yards.
and spectacularly.
In the •second quarter, Fowler The last marker came after Jasintercepted. ,Hitt's pass on Mur- per had faked a series of laterray's 48. and successive passes als which kept the Mississippians
from Texas Jack Beale connected guessing and, scampered 78 yards
with Allison, Yarbrough, and Fow- for the score.
ler to bring the ball down to MisLate in the final period, Missississippi's 19-yard marker. Three sippi began a drive that almost
plays put the ball on the Missis- resulted in a touchdown.
The
sippians' 11. and a dazzling lateral brilllant Landrum, fading
back
WO gave the ball to Atwell who behind his secondaries, completed
raced like a streak around end beautiful passes good for long
for the touchdown. Deibert kick- 'gains, and his smashing 'end runs
ed the placement and the score netted first downs through the

1

A Better Home for Less Money
Than 10
Years Ago!

WANTED

25c

Young married man with car, age
20 to 35. Salary and commissions. We
will pay you while we educate you in our
business. For particulars, write
A. B. Rudisill, 518 B'way., Paducah, Ky.

, 25c

19c
25c
., 23c
9c

Your Purse Will Feel
"Fit as a Fiddle'

25c

if you will get,these BARGAINS at

d 307

S. Fitts & Son

15c
and
25c
.

. 15c
. 23c

25`
23c
15c
15c

Lumber Jacks
98c

$1.19

UNION SUITS

f

CORDUROY
SUITS
$3.45 to $5.95

Bed Ticking
yd. 22c

All sizes

Gold Seal

That Good "FLY"

Congoleum Rugs

OVERALLS

_OVERSHOES
and GALOSHES

9x12 size

Men's and Boys'

For

....*$4.45 to $5.45

98c

Ball

the entire

'family

75c to $1.15 .* 98c to $2.35
APPPAPP

Mo.

Cotton Suiting
- yd. 19c

,
//
WA!,
PAWAWA%PAPA VPIPAP1*.WAK497/4

It Pays to Read (he Claadfleds

OTICE
We have bought the
Cash Coal Co. and will
handle the best grades
of coal. We solicit your
business. Phone 16.
Wallis & Orr-Omit Co.

WHY?
UNDER FHA FINANCING COSTS
HAVE BEEN REDUCED!
By letting us finance your home under a FHA Loan, you can add 10 per cent more value*to your
home, as finance charges under the FHA have been reduced from 6 to 15 per cent of the total home value'
.
to only two and one-half per cent.
• ••.-4.1A
--1-•
---'.. •Ire • --..4ofr- --.. „"
.
......
, '
'
The total cost nf a home now is not nearly as great as in 1926 to 1929. as Scientific methods have
reduced home costs, giving you a better home for less. Better planning, modern material, power-equipment, greater efficiency, and the use of standardized prices tataematerials,'have further reduced costs so
now you can get a better home for less money than 10 years ago. Murray is noted for people who own their own homes. We believe that'there is lots of_propert s
in Murray that if modernized would bring far greater rentals and m'ore comforts to its citizens.

F. m A y
BAlK

-Let us talk it over with you:

Big Enough to Take Camoi You;
Small Enough to Be Aware of You
SOUND : STRQNG : SAFE

•

•

.
0 VIC

LOANS
It Si'
1111. FlEDE110
1101•
•‘11!IS RATION
•
-'111:110111•1116•Psims••••••
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gads. Donald I-merged* Pinball
tar attended Me Meddle Tenronire canon througb Oklahcint. TexasMn. B. F Sebeiglims were hafts
Lynn Grove School West, Charles Pogue. Jiie Max
and
ether
sew
He
states.
eranern
tlae
t, the Home Department-WU
and Easley. Anna Faye
-PHONE 24 FLEASE
KR,S. HARRY : SLELII) Loon
Fourth grade.
Roma:Os Club Thursday afte.-.
Otos Fiera Allow& senior at the Thelentsitiehreds defeat Ouachita
adleyThe freshman play.
ne,
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Butterworth,
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land Town spent Sunday with:
as they did then
eedrar Tillaight and day are one my love
Mrs. Raphael Maynar of C
1 live
s
In our flown youth which thoughtKnob.
and pure at Is your smile - lesely -we shared.
Chestnut hunting seems to be As sweet
„We ,are no longer young. These
tonight
the order of the day in this neightears we shed
grace your own
borhood. Everyone is trying to When you with
Are not in pain of loss, but joy
deny my right
get enough for old "Santa Claus"
, •
in thisso
To live the love my heart
to have a few for Christmas.
That till the end of time We have
glories in. •
Sip Williams, Brent Williams, On Southern winds this evening
ourselves.and Speight Williams spent WedWe have our faith that still our
takes me back
Murray.
in,.
week
last
of
nesday
love will lead
To dim-remembered days when
Our steps through' bridle-paths to
you and I
Mr. and airs. Oren nutson and
other Junes!
son. E. J.. were Saturday night The slbw sad magic. of the long-Edward Freemen
gone springs
and Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
• -Mrs.wt.-raft
ett
t
and
-vittWove-tnto- patterns
Rob- • Duncan -and Mr.
ed our lives.
Johnnie Duncan of Cedar Knob.
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CARD OF THANKS-We wish
Ah. you remember too! And there
to take this opportunity .to thank
is quiet pain
Thin pencilled lines or winter
That words forgotten may no our friends and. relatives for their
trees,
Heir' comes Aunt Cindy with, Are tracing maps on leaden skies.
thoughtfulness and kindness to
longer thrill
some more of that old Freeland To show the geese in flying v's
And lips that once were hot no us since our home burned. We
news for the geed ois) Ledger &
Time,
What beauty ,lies behind is ours no appreciation and gratefulness for
lies
111„r. and Mrs. Earrett Williams
the many lovely and useful gifts
have relined' the big "President" As news is scarce this week I What lies ahead will soon be ours that have so graciously bestowed"Ronald Mason,
upon us.-Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Roband gone,
must go and sit in the chimney
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Williams corner and try to keep warm.
i But with us now we have those
spent Wednesday night with Mr.
autumn days.
-Aunt Cindy
and Mrs. S. P. Williams of near
These yellow groves, these sophisRead the Classified Column.
Freeland. Town.
tries of fall.
Hello Macedonia folks! You all
^
have been complimenting my letters so well, that I would like
there
hope
I
you.
to hear froen
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ger & Times for your letters.
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Aunt Cindy would like to .read test of both vocal and instru
Higl
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Work done at reasonable
every wcrk that you folks write. mental numbers
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Maynard of school Saturday night. Ncvembe,
•
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work mailed to us.
with Mr. and Mrs. Clay McClure will be approximately $20 in east
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'
Macedonia.
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All work guaranteed
Pop Eye, that was some tomato this to be the biggest contest eve,
FRAMES
vine that you told us about. I held at Faxon. All musicians it
wish. Aunt Cindy could raise one this and adjoining counties are in
Duplicated
that large.. But if I raised one vited to take part. The public e
that big I wouldn't be able to urged to attend and enjoy an
Kentucky
Murray
write any :mere. Did, you have evening of high class entertainto get a ladder to gather your ment.
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Evanescence

visited her brother,. Clay Cook,
Sunday.
Happy Jack vlslied her grandpapa Wednesday night.
Mrs R. H. Hooper is better at
this writing.
'Berthal Allen--Grooms is sick
with chills.
All teachers of Henry County
went. to Memphis, Tenn., Friday
of last week to attend a teachers'
meeting,
Mis- Pauline Paschall, Dorris
Wade. Mies Johney Jones and
Walter B. Nance spent Sundtay
with Miss, Sunshine
aftei inrm
Farmer -Happy Jack. ,

Here it is winter time again-at
Here I am again with a little
least there has been plenty of
news. I guess everyone is behind
frost and some ice and even a few
with their cotton picking, potato
snow flakes, but we are barricaddigging and sorghum making after
big pile of wood so
-a
behind
ed
so much rain.
for myself I don't dread the cold
Eagle. I think you almost got
Murray College -Rooks Sev- so much.
in a hurry with your water haulI liked the nice fat Ledger &
enth International Debate
ing as we have had plenty of rain.
Times this time, and I'm glad
Mr. and Mrs. Viegile Paschall
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Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Paschall.
of
knowledge
my
for
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e
_whal
WILL BE. REPRESENTED
-at Pui.rd,. 'From. -were
Isn't the world beautiful now!
afternoon visitors in the Paschall
so
home.
When the Murray Slate College Nature costumes the old earth
•
charmingly for the different seaLottie 'Mae Kuykendall spent
•baters meet the Anglo-Scottish
looks
everything
spring
In
sons.
the week end_with. Mildred Nance,
ebating team from England twee so fresh ina bright coat of green,
Wright Page, who has been atDecember 6. .)it will ,be Murray's sprinkled here and there with
tending a Bible school in New
rsevehili Vernet flri I "'abide
111w,es ofbeillisot wq‘cwiLOrleans, La.. is home for a few
hued floWers.
ray has never lost an international or 'starry
mooths. W're glad to have Mr.
Throughout the summer that
debate.
Page back with us as Sunday
color
the predominant
School superintendent.
The Anelii-Scottish debate team green is
but one sees flowers of every kind
JOAN CRAWFORD and ROBERT
made up of David Seland-Jones, to break the monotomy.
Mies Ernestine Page is on the
YOUNG in -The Bride Wore Red,"
representative of the
National
Then comes autumn. No artist Opening next Thursday at the Cap- sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Farris. Mr.
Union of Students of England, and cc old paint a picture which would itol Theatre.
•
and Mrs. Clovis k arris and family
Harold H. Munro, representative of half do -credit to one of these
were Sunday dinner guests of their
the Scottish National Union of old poor ridges between here and
later visited Mrs. Gray Dunn, parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. H. FarTennessee River when Nature's
Studentsee:
.
Mrs. Hubert Witty and Mr. Turner ris.
stylist dresses it for fall. Even
Mr. Seland-Jones, who is 21 ears stunted sassafras and persimmon McCage in Mason's new hospital.
Mrs. Hinda B. Orr and pupils cif
but
a
instead
building
That's
fine
Oak Hill school were made-'happy
old, is a student'at Swansea Col- sprout which has stood all unlege, of the University of Wales. noticed until now flaunts its red, of envying those who are there. last week when men of that, comsingcoming
out
like
I
feel
always
munity met to cover the 'school
He is a student of geology, Welsh, brown and golden leaves in deins, "Count your blessings. Name building.
English and German, and an honor rision against its background of
Misses Erie. Annie and Daisy
the (hem one by one, count your
making
clay gullies,
student in the department of Euro- red
eilesserige see .what Ged-has. done." On' of-- Mayfield. visited Sunday
pean history... Mr. Jones is chair- passer by gasp -in wonder at such ...Mr. and _Mrs. Linus Spiceland with Mr. and Mrs. Ben Orr.
trahsformation.
man
of the College! Debating a
ate supper with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Gym n Orr are the
In every woodland and on every
Union, and was a representative
Johnnie Ahart Saturday evening proud parents of a baby girl. born
lawn where there are trees, a
of the college against Americ.an flaming bouquet seems to stand. before spending the night at Mr. October 18. The infant has been
named Gela Brown.
teams to England in 1935 and 1937. In the distance, hills are a'ridtous and Mrs. E. W. Lovins.
They also attended the FidClay Cook, remains on the sick
Mr. Munro, who is 25 years old. mas,s of colour with the reds, dlers' Contest at Concord. Came
list. We hope he will soon get
is a student of Glasgow University. greens, browns, and golds ar- in later to hear Lulu Belle singing better.
the Master could
He has taken .part in four major ranged as only
over ettig, radio. "But there ,,as
Mrs. Heneey Kelton, of Mayfield.
•-•
paint them.
by
Sturun
no one to welcome me there."
the
annually
debates
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When
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the
I-feel
That's
in in Glas- autumn for-its beauty is 'everydents 1.11,
1t011 Society
gow on the Parliamentary model where. Its colors have been lavish- I go back to the old school and
as well • as in inter-university de- ly distributed on plants in the see so few faces that I used to
know.
bates. '
most humble Yard as well as an
Seems that lots of water has
In 1933 Mr. Munro, was leader stately oaks on. the most vast run under the bridge since I sang
• ,fd Scottish delegation to the lo- estates. Let's talte‘a walk during in a quartet as a high school
ternational Student Conference in autumn fur soon the cold, glitter- girl.
Now it's my little niece,
ing, white - eoat cf winter will be
Southern Bavaria and Switzerland
Wilma Jo, who just last Week w.c1
thrown over everything and in
a prize at Faxon for being I.
and since then hae attended severspite of its beautiful sparkle, its
•
al nationareandeinterftetional meet- dress Fs- treaehetbiis: and Means fourth.. grade _ reader.. Oh. Me,
She'll soon be 'grown and marings. Mr. Munro, met an Ameri- discomfort to many.
ried.
can team in Glasgow in 1936.
Folks over here attended church
I went out te old Murray College
Tryouts fur the Murray debate last third Sunday although the
again the other day. I sat out in
team will be held soon, it was an- weather was disagreeable. Young the !car and looked, around the
nounced today by Prof. L. J. Hor- Bro. John. Outland has a car now lovely, well kept campus, and saw
it doesn't try his
tin. coach of the Murray debating and we're hoping
the occasional passing of the well
faith as- did some a those long
dressed college boy and girl and
team.
walks on the rainy journeys.
thought. "This looks like the ideal
The following are topics for deMr. and Mrs. Linus Spiceland and
bates submitted by the opposing Misses Geneva and Gwendolyn place for the ideal life." but the
team: The visiting team's selec- Spiceland partook of the delicious face of a certain teacher brought
back memories.
tion of side.fullowsi
birthday dinner of Master Clyde
I saw a girl. through the mist of
1. Resolved: That the American Jones at Mr. and Mrs. Bryant the years, sobbing as if her heart
government cannot hope to keep Jones' third Sunday,
would break. because she had failIda. Wimberly' spent last
out of European affairs to its own
a biology course and thus
on this ridge eet in
visiting
end
week
advantage. I Affirmative)
failed to make a, certificate,. and
and at Mrs, .Clarence Vinceut:s.
thus failed- to wear a cap and
2. Resolved: That the attitude
Mrs, Vesta Wiggins from Texas
to colored citizens in the United is still visiting relatives and friends gown after an old country father
and em_ther had come Miles to see
States is a ;Oral and social an- in this vicinity.
her thus arrayed.
achronism. (Affirmative)
Mrs. Helen Ruth Laiacaster had
And as that unforgettable, picture
is the a quilting at her mother's. Mrs.
3. Resolved: That War
flashed acroes my memory I sadly
nidwife of Progress. I Affirmative. E. H. Spieeland's, last week.
turned away knowing that Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Kirks
4. Residve.1- That the preservaToil resides withtn those majestic
tion of Brit4,11 and American in- left Sunday after Mrs. Kirks spent walls stilt-The Chatterbox. a week with her mother. They are
terests deneind a free hand for to be
-areund Somerset -for- awhile.
Japan in China. Affirmative)
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Spiceland
That
coopegreater
Resol
5.
spent the week end at home.
ration of America with European
Mr. and Mr. F.. H. Spiceland
democracies in the last decade and children visited Sunday afterThe north Wind has breathed
upon us this week and as we look
would have averted the . present neon in Stewart County..
The Fiddlers' Contest at. Blue at people passing by we see them
Ango•Scottish
world .s.ituall 'n.
hpnds in
team affirrna'll'e and negative, that Spring -*as very successful for with collars turned up.
a crowd attended as the weather pockets showing plainly 'their unIS split
was surpiingly favorable.
seasoned condition and uncomfortThe teachers over here expect able reaction to the quick change
Column.
to meet at Nashville next Friday. in temperature. Seasons come and
s Read the elassuicz
The Mudenlitter passed by here. go, but no matter how „cold and
last week. He seems to have quit harsh I like the good old winter
iting.
months best. Saturday's scattered
Less Monthly Discomfort
was sorry to hear of the death snow flakes made us edge a litrs. Crass of Concord. Friends tle nearer to a roaring heater.
Many wotrem, who formerly suffered from a weak, run-down con- are certainly crossing over, one by Sunday morning. October 24. first
killing . /rest and my. what a
dition as a reult of poor assimila- one.
Sometimes when I hear of frost!
•
tion of food say they benefited by
medicine
special
a
the
friends crossing. to
.other side,
Hickory nuts, c hestnute and
taking CanDUI,
to
helped
it
found
thinkto
by
try
I
console
They
myself
•
are falling !like leaves
walnuts
for women
increase the appetite and improve ing that the. more lonely, this since the frost. Persons going nut
digestion, thereby bringing them world is left, the more there will hunting here Sunday were Mr. and
be waiting Crl the. other .. shore to _Mrs. Arthur Vinson. Mrs. • Lloyd
more strength from their food.
Vinson. Dorotha Vinson. Lois Cook.
Naturally there is less discomfort greet us.
Mrs. Ed. Mrs. Guy, Mrs. Otis Evelyn Rose, Clinton Marvin. and
at monthly periods when the system
the
vari- Lovins 'and children and Mrs. Clarence Barrow, and Bruce Mchas been strengthened and
ous functions restored and regulated. Chatterbox ate dinner in the 'love- Dougal. All reported a good find.
Carl. Vinson, merchant of Ft.
01:dot waned by tbousamis of Watson. ly new home of Mr. and Mrs.
ta von worth trying Of course, If Doll 'Berman Parker Saturday.
We Henry, spent Sunday in Model.
remitaPh7al
eIan.
hossntod,
Mr. and Mrs. Mence. Milton and
family. Mr. and Mrs. Dewelane
Milton and baby. Mr. and Mrs.
Melbourne Burcham and family
visited relatives near Canton Sunday..
Mrs. Martha harrier returned
home Sunday after spending two
weeks with, her daughter, Mrs.
Lloyd' Little cf Buchanan.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Dill and
baby, Mrs. J. D. Dill motored
to Paris. Tenn_ Sunday to visit
Mr. and Mrs. W.•-•W. Dill.
Mt.. and Mrs. Oliver Downs announce the arrival of a son. Al•
fred Franklin. on October 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Vinson and
_family, Mrs. Ida Cable, Miss Zula
Does your family budget need
table and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Viriesan attended the fair at Murray
stretching? You know, then, how
Saturday.-Teddy.
much things cost—and you have
' e your
I.• aIc
VORGET your problems, ...si
to think of SAVINGS.:0
'Eighty. Miles of detector tubing
IF work, gather- your family toget . and
and fifty fire and police alarm
go to see the finest sight that ever g!ac coed
boxes will be used in the 10 watchelyour
your eyes-the new Silver Streaks, built arid
Think it over—doesn't
protection
the
for
man call systems
priced to lead the world idvalue. They
ectric service'Save you money, inof' Treasure Island, site of the
will lift your spirits like a change of scene
1939 Golden Gate International Exstead of Costing you money?
for here are low-priced cars different in
position at San Francisco.
every way from any that have come before.
For example—one use of elecThere is nothing like them for smartnessA
dime
radio.
pays
tricity is the
inside and out, Pontiac's 1938 styling is new
for 56 fifteen-minute programsto the world! There is no parallel for their
14 hours of entertainment and edhandling ease-Pontiac introduces the
ucation.
Safety Shift, an entirely new invention!
Comfort, smoothness, economy-everything
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GENERAL ado TORS TERMS TO VAT YOun Purloin

When You Use Electric Service

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THING ON WHEELS
21---M /IL
1
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YOU ARE

SAVING

TRANSFORM YOUR
SUMMER SHOES for
WINTER WEAR!

Where else can you hear music,
lectures, and plays for so little?
•

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT
AND POWER COMPANY ,
EY,

MOIMM

211.01•0411‘......1.1.1 •
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The white and light colorel shoe
season is over, but not the wear in
those shoes.
At surprisingly low cost, you can
have' those comfortable summer
shoes dyed and reconditioned for
the winter season. Bring them to

PONTIAC MOTOR DIVISION
General Motors Sales Corporation
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
TWO GREAT RADIO PROGRAMS: -News
Through • Woman's Eyes" every Mon., Wad,
and Fri. at 2 p.m., LS.T.. Columbia Network
"Varsity Show”-direct from the leading
college campuses every Friday night, NBC Blue
Netedrk at 9 p.m., B.S.T.-8 p.m., CS p. , S.r-6 p.m., P S.T. TUNIC IN,

ICAPIFTHE LATEST AND GREATEST FEATURES
OF AMERICA'S FINEST LOW-PRICED CAR
NEW SILVER STREAK STYLING • NEW SAFETY SHIFT GEAR CONTROL (optional as
slight •xtro cost)• NEW CLUTCH PEDAL BOOSTER • NEW SAFETY-STYLED INTERIORS
NEW BATTERY LOCATION • PERFECTED KNEE-ACTION RIDE • IMPROVED CENTER POINT STEERING • ADJUSTABLE, TILTING 1-PASSENGER FRONT SEAT • EXTRA-LARGE
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT • BIG-CAR WHEILRASE (117" on Six, 112" on lUght)
TRIPLE-SEALED HYDRAULIC BRAKES • UNISTEEL 1001E3 BY FISHER • PISMO! NODRAFT VENTILATION • COMPLETELY SEALED CHASSIS • SAMMY MAMMAS
HEADLIGHTS • PRODUCT Of GENERAL MOTORS

BETTER LOOKING • BETTER BUIL? • A BETTER BUY!

L. S. Anderson Motor Co.

Us.

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

marks these new cars out as something that
must be seen at once! Join America in a
trip. , to Pontiac showrooms. See these
splendid new cars. Prove for yourself that
the most beautiful thing on wheels
again outvalues them all.

Mayfield.' Kentucky

108-16 North Seventh Street
MURRAY

between Maple end Poplar; Ira
DISPLAY ROOMS—Tobacco Barn on 5th Street,

Morgan

4.•ar.
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PRICES IN THE NEWS

Moto. --Wires. /hot., - scooters:
hairs arid tiny streamlined trains
"Ill carry visitors over the 400-acre
to of the '1939 World's Fair on
San Francisca Bay.

5 per .cent.
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The following is an original poem
written by -11ights-Opal-Leeo-mghth
grade student of Palestine school.
which won- first prize at the Faxon
Community Fair -held .October 15.
•
.
I like to go to school,
My Teacher is so-kind:
And he is always at school
Every morning on time.

- But, it
Until
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tonsils
atmation
of
the
throat
aecompanied
'by
We have elected- our fireman,
Dyrus Stubblefield and ,Henry Who realizes his- duty
,father.
child's
GROVE OCTOBER 31
munifY Day, October 29. Everyone
Fine bunch of Floyd Garland, for the winter.
no , wood ;it :PI
Hargia spent the week end across And will ,do the best be can .
to come and -stay all tributed to tonsilitis. Early in the Miss ,Virginia Ryan, George Wilinvited
is
real gentlens a doing this much
declared . it liams. and Ruth Meluion, motored
There will be a pie supper at the river.
day. There Will be plate lunches. week, Dr. Malrath
The Rete.C. L. Houser. of Paduneeded Wei h
We are indeed sorry to lase our He's at the' people's mercy, •
Ewa. Shannon school Saturday
hamtuirgers, plenty of eats and might be necessary to have the to Memphis Sunday to see • her cah, will _preach at Union Grove
swelling
lanced.
grandson.
Come on J Is by John". you night. November 6. Every one is editor, Mr. Lovett. although we are His ,fate lies in your hand,
lots of entertainment all day. Come
Church
of Christ Sunday. October
already' convinced that M. Neal Your vote will be appreciated,
are a trump and Sweet Pea saw invited.
prepared to stay for our Fiddlers'. 'The illness prevented the child
31, at 11 o'clock a. m. The public
from
attending
his
studies
in
is
capable
of
taking
his
place.
wild geese. s..iliiig from Canada to
Plea.- help him all you can.'
Cont:ii:.1. Friday night. October 29.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
is invited to attend this service.
School.
id ay Sousneind. Sign of kill- CHURCHICL fIRRAKS ANKIEle - Mrs. Jane Clayton: whir has been
ill at thehome of her mother, Mrs. Don't let falsehoods sway you
ing__Irnat_ slaseast.... 23ra. mad_Iasioei
Guthrie Churchill
'
'. 25, an • em- Nora Parker, was able to return. From what you know is right,
Mean "sorter'
to her home last week.
For I know that Mr. Redden
The castor beans that Hattie of ployee cf the Murray 'Marble
last
Miss Genella .McKinney spent Is. making--a fair and honest light.
San Antonia, Tex., set out on the Works, broke his ankle late
ock &ben an 800-pound stone Friday night with Miss Mary Mcnorth side of our cz•al house. when
Kinney and attended the Fiddlers' He 'doesn't have the money
'she- Inuit home Sast June, reached fell upon it.
Churchill with another worker contest- at -Outland. ,
To buy votes right and left.'
the height of 8 feet with beautiful
As Hallowe'en is • fat sipproach- He's just depending on the city
was
moving
block
the
huge
granite
_, red and brown brilliance which reing
I
most
g
when
he
stumbled
over
a
loose
hoping
to
dodge
the
To elect himefor himself.
nahded me of my fa'raway baby
7
-stick and fell,- the stone on top of ghosts-and- goblins. .Wise CULL-raitg
-blet,
him. He wll not be able to walk
if you appreciate honesty.
received. Las Vegas Evening fc.r some time. The member ,s in
And.firmness to one and all,
Jesrnals from Mary- Fuel of sen- a plastic cast.
.
Prove it by electing him—
i.ational paragraphs out our: way.
13_,L answeriog his call.
Jimmy etc. rte.
William Carrot Farmer, son of
'ANNOUNCEMENT
Julian III of Court Square gave
Farm- Folks, you cannot beat him.
Jchn W. and Millie
old "Eagle" a big -Send off! in fast
UNIT NO. 2—
UNIT NO, 1—
The First Church of Christ. er, was born July 8. 1869: near Be merciful, I pray.
week's Ledger & Tines, Now, I'M Scientist, Paducah. announces a free Murray. Ky., and died Oeto
Remember Mr. Redden
all . puffed up like a toad! Hats lecture on * Christian Science by 1931, at the age of 68 year
n, the final election day. .
Adept Zuk., 5*.,sgo. tellS
CHAPTER ONE
—Ruby Jones, N. 3rd'St.
Bucknell Young, C,S.B., Chicago. three months.
He married Danie Florence But- —Polit. Advt.
Bless Old Glory! She came for- at the Masonic Building on Fifth
ward again I suglest that she and and Kentucky Streets, Tuesday, terworth December si, 1896, and
1
4111e
to this union was born one. son.
I :drink a gKear amouat of water November 2, at 2 p. m.
Read the Classified Column.
Aubrey. He is survived by his
The public is cordially invited.
this coming waiter. 'Eight SWILS
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"Whispers in the
Dark"
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Chevrolet superiority.
Combination of power, econOmy and dependability.

Champion Green Bay Packers, in

Pete Smith's "Pigskin Champions"

dealer today for a thorough demonstration of

Gieing the most efficient

World
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"You'll be ahead with a Cherroletr' That
enthusiastic verdict of more and more people
as they see, drive and compare the new 1938
cars. And we believe it will be your Verdict,too,,
when you consider all the exclusive extra values
this beautiful new Chevrolet brings to you.
ll be ahead iá style—comfort—safety.
You
'
And you'll also be ahead in all-round economy,
for Chevrolet's famous Valve-in-Head Engine
uses less gas and oil, and operates with a minimum of upkeep. See your nearest Chevrolet
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Contour Cultivation Versus Soil Eroision
Discussed by NV: R. Smith, SCS Expert

Puryear Route 3

Present .
nected with the family
were J. E. Morgan, M. C. Mc-'
Clure, Hazel, R. T. Moody, Mrs.
Odle Morris Meese making
FreeSay, did we have a cold night G. E. Freeland, Mrs. F, F.
molasses last week. I guess he and
grandTenn.;
Buchanan.
mornland, Jr..
and some frost! Those cook
his family are all "sweet" by this
ings were sevens reminders te Ky- children included Mr. and Mrs. Ira time.
Palestine school was invited to
HelensiteeMary
hackHazel,
_by_
difmadenos_
mall_
some
eidges..
Morgan.
needed
Bell
that sheNew is...ethes lime ..cit year -that T
Mr. and - Mrs.seuininnetare -sOrr
144de seserantinunitnenktre held at
bedditig:s.ends ;man I'VE-4.
ferent ' clothing. Coal, woe even -land, Nashville, Tenn.. Alma Free- and children were dinner 'guests
school atfarmers can take stock of the son f urrowing or
Freeland, Mildred
a Faxon October 15. The
as
years
James
for
and
remain
around
land.
-will.
but
ridge
chunked
scarce
their
on
occurred
loss 'which has
Sunday of Mrs. Orr's father, Sam
way. Their main
for future cuk tended in a big
got by that spell.'Don't kepw and Paul Moody of Buchanan. 'Paseifall.
unit, front
cultivated fields this crop year, permanent' marker
history
a
was
up
be built
what I will do the next time, but Tenn.
according to W R Smith. project tivation. It may also
which they chose as .their project
break..'entry
Little Miss Mary Katherine Morguess I will make it some how.
The long table in the dining
engineer of the Soil, Conservation larger with each successive
and exterier scene of
seectirg a very r.• ,int week
interior
an
effeetive
very
a
or
all jokes aside, Old Man room was loaded as of old with es"
Laying
Service Demonstration Project in •ing of the land
West
. and
:.
tlerefFitirta.nk Dalton and Halton
s
develuped- with a a colonial honle.
Winter has turned this way and. good eats at the noon hour.
the Massac Creek Area of Mc- terrace may be
.: Aunt
in
work
to
seek
last week
Miss DA) Beals, aee
The boys worked in groups and
according to the old signs, he is
the
If cever crops little extra work.
amid
Cracken County
sadness
was
There
outInez.
demi- Imade_the_niffiareet things for
lust around the corner and is
chain had
have not yet been sown. Saudi ,.ln all eases every_ ilight
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Gethrie, Mr. coming full speed ahead. Many pleasures as the family
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Orr are the
should be left in sod Side ssene. The leg cabin was
and Mrs. F. F. proud -parents of a fine baby
Mr.
lathes may be found between the non or draw
links,
three
Smotherman
lost
Eldridge
Thomas
Mrs.Holland.
and
made by, Prentice
be
sshould
gsing
over
'implement
wild
Image
passed
have
gees
and
where
MorE.
places
many
crop rows in
Freeland.•Sr.. and Mrs. P.
datightereborn Monday. October 18.
and Hewlett Cooper left for Mem- to their winter home.
there. in Order to main- Lovette. Donald Lee. and Ralph
tbe rows run, up and down hill. lifted over
gan.
phis last week to seek work.
Miss Vivian and Eunice Pasthat .excees water Bogard.
gathering
still
.are
clouds
War
and in draws or depressions where tam n an °Inlet so
.? Monday i
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis and
_- hopper was made by
Afternoon visitors were Tuttle chall spent the daj
without Caw- -a The meal
greatest
world's
to
the
point
and
a- concentration of flowing. water Can leave the field
Adams.
baby, of Lone Oak, were weekOdie Morris' cotton. patch picki
Chrisman, David Hutson, R.
Lovette. • The well and
it
Th
'comes
oras
war
the
If
catastrophe.
Oecurred. If however, the culti- mg gullying.'
Moody,
Mrs.
LesD.
sure
and
they will s
end visitors with Mr.
cotton. I are
Hugh Chrisman and F.
Mr. Smith stated. that any &lenfas.hien pole drawing outfit
will be so destructive it, will make
vated field ise-examined, it will
lie Ellis,
be rich.
all of Buchanan, Tenn.
information on e
made by Ralph and Rudd'
el-ird:
liarg
the past world war seem like a
be found that ip those parts of er desiring further
the
the
attending
killing frost
boys
,
Six
Kentucky
Grasshopper
con:our --cultivaKodaking and conversation eery
ThE field where the' rcws, hare the problem of
University of Kentucky, Lexing- mere breakfast. speech.
afternoon enter- did csme and I am sorry for you.
superincamp
the
the
see
of
should
the
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features
punishing
in
or
used
level
Stocks
the
on
ran
lows, and drills
Miss Hattie Vaughn of Murray. rkinmaInt
ton. spent the week end with home
I guess Golden Lock le up with
as the frost has come,
folks. Harvey Ems visited M.adu Miss Velma McClure ana lime
of the, Soil Conserve- wood Lovett. David Lee Kendall,
would like to say .hello to my her work
I
red, If it •is an end field under technicians
we_gre glad that seunt JenMrs, Duncan Ellis: Carman Parks, beother. C. W.. of Cherry Corner, sister at Cottage Grove. Tenn..
in -the Guthrie Build- end the duckinnecha-ir was made
consideration. quite a -decreased non Service
Murray Route 4, with his parents; were week-end guests of Mrs. Route 2.
Why don't you come nie" Jones was able te return to
by Edison Burkeen.
yield may be apparent where the ing in Paducah.
George. Hurley, Reidland; Vernon Monnie Mitchell. Miss Pat Weathher home from the -hospital.
The'old fashioned high post bed
THE SCHEMING BLACK MI- Trevathan. with his parents at erste-Ain, Mrs. Fannie Wisehart of to see Me.
soil and moisture were lost by cutsee
to
We are glad to have all the new
like
sure
we'd
sweetEyre
beautiful
PrentiS
his
Pop
by
and
made
was
CHAEL
with curtains
". tiveting up and down hill. Ftorn
Alm°, Warren Holt. at Fulton: Macedonia, and Mrs. Burton Osbron you and your wife. Wish you all writens in the Lederer & Times. I
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alauban,
on
de
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Ansojnette
curheart.
the
and
Lee.
Donald
can
. Holland.'
these observed. results ene
Raymond Massey and and Ward Pillow with his parents and, son, Bobby. of New Provi- would come to see us- before the like to read every one's news.
tains were made by the follow- played by
easily determine the need of condence. were also guests in the roads get bad.
Mary Astor in "The Prisoner of at Water Valley.
I hope Pop Eye doesn't get lost
BoEstelle
Scott.
Nell
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mechaniing
other
or
tour cultivation
I am expecting _
Zemin" David 0. Selmer:les magThe little son of Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell home Monday afternoon.
and Mrs. Warlick Hutson. on his lei* trip as
Mr.
along with•
EN-ening gard. Ruth Scott. Opal Lee, ka-nes- nificent production of the colorful Howard was ill with something
cal control measures _____
Hurry
"Aunt Cindy", I hope that baby Mr. and Mrs,. Rob Duncan, and flowers for the - winter.
Lunette Brcoks, Ruby Anthony Hope romance of love and
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--tat- the
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good crop rotation.
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at its Grandfather Er- boy will make a great president John Duncan attended the fair back. Pop Eye.
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erosion problem will be taken
itestroy
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Sunday
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to
Fire
win's Sunday. A physician was but I will be too old
Conie on Old Maid and write
Saturday at Murray.
Dolls were dressed by the -eon uhich comes to the screen of the
care cf when the field is aot in Inimem dwelling how. of Mr. and
• hope that he will be able to keep
and called.
Sunday
Mrs. Maggie Burton spent Sat- about every one you know. I am
North .lowing to suit the colonial period: Capitol Theatre on
sod.
of
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Mrs.- Dug Willians 'on
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the
Erwin
.
younger
Dee
Mrs.
Mr. and
Ronald Colman.
eith
urday afternoon by the bedside of always glad -eh hear from the
Lunette Brooks, Opal Monday
Farmers cooperating with the Twelfth Street. The building was Sue Holland.
North Loin Greve people.
Madeleine .Carroll and Donelas Akron. 0.. arrived Saturday night war.
Toweres
Mrs. Bob Petty.
Ernestine
Scott.
Lee.Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hendon and
Sl5i1 Conservation Service Dem- the property -of Nathan Lassiter.
I wish all the good, old Ledger
BogaFee Fairbanks, Jr., in the leading rolc.i. for e week's visit with relatives
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.and. .est.Li
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Mrs.
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-partiattyse
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rug
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fashioned
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The Williams'
the fair at Murray Saturday.
portunity to erinIrrne
and plenty of popcorn. We Could
18 Mrs. Marvin Houston had best well,
can.-Ky. Bell.
of the furnishings, on the interior scene. About
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Mrs. Kittie Simmons, who has
increased yields derived from con- only a few
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l
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which
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erosion
a
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trolling
October 31 is concerned with the been confined
Wouldn't that be- fine!-Humming
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on the eventful trip.
moisture through 'contour cunt- [ Fire caught from the kitchen flue er
drink problem_ You superintend- may 23. is slowly improving.
Bird.
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received a total of * child's. dress.
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now
Reunion
Freeland
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remember
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ents
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Use centoue fos- ease cii cultivation forts 'of. the. feel fighters
on account of the destruction of the, youngest son, F. F. Freeland.
Estel!
and
Scott.
Ruth
Sc-t1
by;
clean sportsmanship displayed
Mrs. Williams discovered -the fire Nell
present for the oc•
in addition to the recognized need
original all the schools participating in the drink and who is, to blame? Had Jr. Children
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for erosion .control. Western Ken- when she opened the door. lead-- Bogard..
Christian America &wee her duty casion were G. E. Freeland, Mrs
by
won
JCSade._
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fairtucks - -rarniers - Thentrt-ilor-be---Ota-tint —into'r 'the -souls doomed_ to eternal de- R. T. Moody, F. F. Freeland, Jr.,
- Lee. Best specimen of 8th 'Wee-also would like tn -announce ManyTenn.. E. -L. Freecouraged in trying the same pr.acsi.mtahreqmecl. into the living morn. Opal
Lee. that en the near future we are struction, might have instead had cf Buchanan.
-eson-bn
Opal
'
Writing.
grade
the
before
long'
net
be
ob-1 and it was
Tenn., D. M. Free.
tire. The best reeutteewel
department, giving the following entertainment: a home at the right hand of God land, Jackson,
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the
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'
doomed.
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was
are
lines
house
Dearborn, Mich., Mrs. H. -C.
Mined if level
and
land.
gold
are
of
streets
the
where
on
ribbon
Ralph Bogard got a blue
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A one-act -farce by Deno Stevens. gntes of pearl as spoken of in McClure. Hazel. Ky.
A sister.
at regular intervals. similai to tee-forelebeinerienax,tatoes: Thomas Lovett enteled-nEleza"-race lines,senreasmea-earmelevele- - Flve --slinhean
eand - Cod- and -iris- dear -Wes Wilt -lefaxteys - Detratts-Mitee.
Mrs. Boyd Gilbert, Lady Assistant
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The characters are as follows: Son furnish the lithe _for that was unable to be present but eel
and leveling .rod.. The land is then :ewers.- five of estimated- a;g:rgilt
had
Scott
'Nell
and
ser
Abigail,
ved
ies.eretinsen-aleee:.
rrace Tosf—
Only Lady Undertaker in Calloway County
here on a '
besn
broken using the stake lines 1Ferrance. are expected to'
glorious home. Don't you want to recently
his wile. - Gladys Fennel; their go there'
of lands by bark-furrow-e'oe Treasure Island during San beet beets. Other persons
visit
months'
.
_
the Ladies' Department, Ruth daughtej-s Afecia• Lunen Brooks
Mg on the stake lines_ 'Then Inn' Francisco's' IMP-Golden .- Cla+e fre - In
blue ribbon on a .quilt: Ealine, Ruby Lewis: MinnRc""Sue
_
rows are run with or Parallel te •,.---eicesie !A postles!,
Holland; Jerry Simpson. Alicea's
'husband:. Prentii -Hollaqd: Archie
se-sne--egreee=ases
Pei:herds: Elaine's eleasband. David
Lee,,, Kendall; Eliza Ballard. the
maid who_ screams. bourelle Halle:
Jim Dsugan; her husbana, EdisonBurkeen.
The big play for the evening wn.1
fellow and is entitled "The nen
Across the Hill". The characters
are as follows:
Ruth Conrad, a lovable girl. Nell
Scott; Welter Conrad. Ruth's brothV. Ross: Mrs. Davis, better
known as Grandma. Ruth Scott;
Samuel Crawford. a likable' old
Fto
Paul Hopkins;
entleman.
Green Ruth's- aeolinin. Opal 'Lee:
LeetTc...111r*....Disviss Rranddaugtiter
. bad stuck cn Walter.
atilt
Ernestine Teneerae-Zuzu, the cook
of the Conrad home. Estelle In,
aver& Selamaniieree.Alexanders_Johr
Henry Joffe's: -Zuza's new'husband,
B7ilington: Dr. 'Jimmy.
Vernon
Ruth's sweetheart, Ralph Boesarde
- A -, full evening's entertahrtnent
with'plenty of fun for all. Tickets
will-beesold end- -prises.given-, 'A
nets/ ..small admission will be
Watch. announcements
charged.
for exact 'date.
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the gold with which the Lord has
blessed sou.
This community was well represented at the county fair at Murray last Saturday.
letr, and Mrs. R.,bert Waldrop
rneved last week to Cooper ArmStrong's. where Mrs. Waldrop and
baby Glen will remain a few
weekle as Mr. Waldrop is leaving the last of the week for De-
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Street Burns On
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Featuring the DYNA FLASH
ENGINE and TORQUE-FREE
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Modern Chassis in the World
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THIS WINTER
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MILK
Whet chilly winter winds blow, and the shivers run up and
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i• spine, yOu generally arid more fuel to the fire, and put
feur
down
ever stop to thinki that proper food diet would
extra clothing.
A quart of Sunhelp you stand the rigois of Winter, and feel fit?
member of your
each
for
day
each
ed
Milk
burst Vitamin Pasteuriz
diet that will.
family, will provide protein, and carbohydrates to your
year.
the
t
happy
throughou
and
well
you
keep

p.is!you

--Murray Milk ProductsCo.
- --Telephone 191

Rudolph Passnall, son of Mr.
s . and Mrs.- Barney Paschall.. who has
been attending Bihle school in
Florida. is visiting here.'
At the, missionary meeting at
Mrs..Shapeon Ellie last week. Mrs.
Ellis „and Mrs. Elzo Gupten gave
hararil -talks demonstrating the
power of the gospel in welfare
of women,and erre - also that we
had Missimaries in 10 countries.
The annual senal of this 'society
will meet with -Mrs. Walter Jackson -next Thursday evening. The
first week in November being week
of prayer. the community • is invited to meet with Mrs. Ellis Paschall on the afternoon of November 1 at 1:30 o'clock,
Miss Lbuise Paschall, who visited last week with her uncle, Elan
,Arm.streng. near Kirksey attended
the :Baptist 7assiSeiatien at Calvert
City.-Th Marshall County.
el Elder. Percy- Ray. -whit held reyival services the last two summers' an Sinking Spring. prneched at that church Saturday %He
was enroute home frOrritleg Stood
River Associatioh meeting at CaT-vett City.- Brother Ray is a fine .
preacher and persistent in the
altar call at which tithe he permits several irattetiaLt maw to
be-.,sung and believes Jr% the unsaved praying, through and rei ceiving the Witness to salvation as
.
.721Mige_
ininkeneels,
"Ur'
Tty- :Ali reveal The -tielfi
be.ews in helping soles to accept
Christ-You dear people In other .counties and states please remember
your • home churehes, not only in
e_e• er.f. some of
),,:r pen,

you

won t drive a hundred yards
in a new Buick without realizing that something marvelously new
and different is happening here.
It's something that happens in no
other car, in no other engine.
Speeding through the intake manifold, the fuel charge hurricanes into
250
the cylinder at something like
miles an hour.
Leaping to meet it is the piston, with
r
a unique device called a Turbulato
built into its face.
Then occurs something more than

high compression—literally cyclompression—as swirling gasoline vapor

All because old-type leaf springs are
gone4In their place, each wheel has

is compacted about the spark plug.

a soft, shock-smothering cushion of
stout coiled steel.

The spark sets off a fist-size hurricane-and gasoline gives up more

_performance than it ever gave up in
a commerIcial engine before!
---This livelier, smarter pokver might
seem enough for engineers to lavish
on a car in a single year.
tit-metohissut** power inimportance is Buick Tole:Stir-FREE
SPRINGING and its arroflite ride.
Take a Buick over a railroad crossing-around a curve-over bumps.
There's no thud and chatter, no tail.
swing or roll; you cover rough going with the silk-smoothness of a
•
panther on the prowl.

•

If it's power you're after, you'll wakt
Buick's DyNAFIAsit engine. If in
corntoe*,?..vgiult cii-)se,411. Multiage
FREE SPRINGING ride.

With ether you get the other-plus
half a score of features your Buick
dealer is waiting to describe. See
him now-for the engineering"musr
story of the year!

NOW ON DISPLAY

•i

everywhere

Sufferers of

VIVA%
NOVIATAKIS

STOMACH ULCERS
HYPEIZACIDITY

sat 11111t3 IN1VA
'Mt\IOU'IMO

DEFINITE RELIEF OR
MONEY RACK
TIIE 15 ilLARDTitE5T'.1F,NTis
t‘• Wog In
brought pr. ani,t. tit
r%N.•• If StOMB.* and
tj,,,,,snel.
ihrodenal tlaters. ,1,1r to Hyperacid..
-/t fklttry, .u4.1 oat.,furrtur of .95,,o,
TO rv-Pit• And_ *04.0055
is DAYS. TRIAL. P« nomeirea issoriaarien. read "Viletarirs Memo
St nairree Ask tor it --Proo-st
Dat & SttIbblefield
urray, Ny.

•

_

car handles more easily! That's
Toot/ova-FREE SPRINGING at work!

at BUICK showrooms

YOU* MONEY GO'S FARTHER

IN A GENERAL

;

MOTORS,CAII

"Raid tarries She
hqnnrelorneard"

.

50 lifttrollgt
11
.
1.0111 hit$0

.....

Anderson Motor Co.
L. S. Seventh
Street,
Mayfield, Kentucky

MURRAY DISPLAY

108-10 North
ROOMS—TobaCco Barn 5th St:, letwetn Maple

..•••••

-

are blessedly reduced.
Rear tires last longer. Thu whole

Skid risks

and Poplar; Ira Morgan It Sons, Managers

